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OF HUERTA REGIME IN MEXICO

OPPOSED

SAYS THE UNITED STATES CAN

01

COUNTENANCE GOVERNMENT

IT BASED

01I C0NSTITUTI0

Otherwise America Would Lose Her Prestige
Among the World's Republics
ASKS FOR

ANTI-TRUS-

T

LEGISLATION AT EARLY DATE

TO HINDUS

Vancouver, B: C, Dec. 2. H. H.
Stevens, Vancouver's parliamentary
returned
from Otrepresentative,
tawa last night with the announcement that the federal government was considering legislation to
deal with the Hindu question in British Columbia. A radical measure, Mr.
Stevens said, would be presented at
the next session of parliament.
; Formerly Hindus were barred from
Canada under a regulation compelling
them to travel by direct steamer from
India, there being until a few months
ago no such service in existence. Now,
however, certain steamers make the direct voyage and Hindus are entering
the province in large numbers. A
court decision recently, in the case
of a forcible deportation, was to the
eMect that Hindus could be deported
only for such cases as would apply
to any foreign citizens.

The Executive Siates That Re Will Address a Special Message to
JURY WAS FIXED
the Lawmakers Upon This Subject Some Time During the
Los Angeles, Calif., Dec. 2. The
trial of Dr. John Grant Lyman, chargReading, Which is Done in Person, Re- ,. Present Term
ed with misuse of the mails in conCrowded
But
Minutes
Are
Galleries
Thirty
quires
nection with land deals in Panama,
With Interested Spectators
came to an abrupt halt today while
i
Judge Wellborn of the United States
district court inquired into published
capitol. Meanwhile- - the president intimations that the jurors had been
waited in Speaker Clark's office chat
approached.
;
ting with the reception committee and
the
Counsel
for Lyman called
i few congressmen.
court's attention to the newspaper arGalleries packed with a brilliant ticles, declaring there was no truth
company of official and their fami- in them. Edward A. Regan, special
lies , greeted the president, how ;vr, counsel for the government, said there
when the joint session finally, got had been no suspicion of communicaAll present stood,
down to' ouslness.
tion between the jurors and the 'deanc. a deafening roar of applause
fense, but counsel joined in stating
swept the chamber ai Mr,. WiVoa. toc'i their bfeH that, the puMiahed1 minors
his place behind th-- tit fit and bean had made it impossible to continue
to rtad at 1:08 o'clock. The p:eei-Jen- t with the present jury. Judge. Wellread easily and clearly in U;s born ordered a recess while he conusual pleasing tone, which carried his sidered the advisability of ordering a
words to the doors cE tiw chamber
new trial.
Admission by Ticket
Everything was in readiness early
PINDELL RENOMINATED
today for President Wilson to appear
Washington, Dec. 2 Henry M.
before a joint session of both houses Pindcll, the Peoria, 111., publisher, was
of congress at 1 p. m. to read his first renominated today by President Wilannual message. The senate met at son for ambassador to Russia.
11 a. m. under a plan to march to the
Pindell's nomination failed in the
house chamber just before 1 o'clock. extra session after it became a center
The house arranged to assemble at of attraction because of publication
noon and then recess until the hour of certain alleged correspondence with
for the reading.
Senator Lewis.
Hours before the time set for the
Brandi Whitlock of Toledo, was
president's appearance the corridors nominated for minister to Greece and
of the capitol were besieged by ap- Montenegro.
plicants for admission to the house
Winfred T. Denison of New York
galleries. Admittance was by ticket, was renominated for secretary of the
however, and each senator and rep- Interior of the Philippines.
resentative received one.
G. T. Little of California was nominated' receiver of public money at
CONGRATULATES, SCOTT
Eureka, Cal.
Washington Dec. 2. Secretary Gar
'i fUA NEW, CONSTITUTION
rison has sent a congratulatory tele
gram to Brigadier fcreneral Hugh L.
Washington, Dec. 2. Chief Interest
Scott at Parmington N. M" for that. in the second day's session of the conofficer's work in pacifying the Navajo vention of the National American
Indians, on whose reservation an up Woman Suffrage association was in
rising was threatened by some of the the decision upon a new constitution
renegades.
for the organization. The purpose
IfYi, i
of a change in constitution, it was
explained, was to give the association
a budget system. Money for carryMINERS IMPRISONED
ing on the work hitherto has been
raised by subscription.'
BY. FAlLING ROCK Reports of credentials, ways and
means, church work, congressional
anil other committees, took up the
THE GOLDEN CYCLE AT CRIPPLE morning session.
The committee
CREEK SCENE OF DISTRESSconstitution
new
the
drew
which
up
ING ACCIDENT
also was ready to report.

Washington, Dec. 2. President Wil-jthson read his first annual message to
congress today at a joint session of
Doth tranches at 1 o'clock in
the
house chamber. The message, among
the briefest documents of its kind
from any president, about 3,000
30
words long, required less than
minutes for reading, though it treated
upon a variety of subjects..,
The Mexican situation President
Wiiscn' dismissed with brief comment,
reiterating the sentiments he expressed in a special address to congress
upon the same subjects some time
ago, and expressing the belief that
the Huerta government slowly was
crumbling and that the United States
probably would not be obliged to alter
its policy of waiting.
Wants Trust Legislation
No
plan for the first legislation was presented ether than mention
of the desirability of an early amendment to the Sherman law, "to prevent private monopoly more effectually than it has yet been prevented"
and an announcement that the president would later address a special
message to congress dealing solely
with that subject.
The Mexican Situation
The message opened with this comment on the Mexican situation:
"There is but one cloud upon our
horizon. That has snown itself to
the south of us and hangs over' Mexico. There can be no certain prospect of peace in America until General Huerta has surrendered his
usurped authority in, Mexico;, until
it is understood on all hands, indeed,
that such, pretended, governments will
not be countenanced or dealt with by
the goyersment of the United States.
We are the friends of constitutional
government in America, we are more
than its friends, we are its champions,
because in no other way can our
neighbors, to whom we would wish
in every way to make proof of our
friendship, work out their own development in peace, in liberty."
The president observed that the
power and prestige of the Huerta gov
ernment was rapidly crumbling and
Cripple Creek, Colo., Dec. 2. Fight
added:
obliged
be
ing against tons of rock and dirt, hun
"We shall not, I believe,
to alter our policy of watchful wait- dreds of miners working in shifts of
25 minutes each, struggled today to
;
ing."
reach the three men still entombed
A Slight Delay
President Wilson arrived at the in the Golden Cycle mine here, the
Milliken of St. Louis,
capitol just before 1 o'clock today to property of J. T.
were entombed
men
four
which
messin
read in person his first annual
afternoon
by a cave-ilata
of
a
congress.
to
yesterday
joint session,
age
naa neen
one
miner
He went at once to Speaker Clark's and from which
entombed
miser
a
fifth
comalive
a
rescued
was
met
room, where he
by
mittee of the house and senate and in adjacent mine was rescued.
Throughout the forenoon the prqg-res- s
escorted into the house chamber and
of rescue workers was slow, owto the rostrum.
to
the precarious positions in
The joint session and the reading of ing
worked and the necessity
which
did
not
they
begin promptly
the message
every foot of ground re- at 1 o'clock, as had been provided, of timbering
Ilftd
- .1
H
senate
of
the
of
the
failure
llJfll Tlrt rdSnnTlSA
(.UVCltUi
because
rescuthe
of
roppsa in timA to ee.t over to the been received to signals
three
the
one-er- a
that
feared
was
and
it
was
within
honse chamber. It
minute of one before the senators (men entombed had perished.
firing over to' the other side of cuers reported the rock still falling.
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SCORE

IS INCREASED

Austin, Tex., Dec. 2. The score of
university footthe Notre Dame-Texa- s
ball game here Thangsgtving day was
30 to 7 in Notre Dame's favor, instead of 29 to 7, as officially announced at the close of the game. This
statement waa made by Director of
Athletics Theodore Bellmont, of the
University of Texas, today. The error came about through a misunderstanding about the goal on Notre
Dame's last touchdown. Dorais, Notre
Dame's fullback, kicked the goal.
FIGHT PUT OFF
Denver, Dec. 2. The announced
hout between Benny Chavez
and Jimmy Fox, here last last night,
the latter of San Francisco was called
Inclement
off iby the ipromoters.
weather was given as the cause.'

CHIHUAHUA

EASY

PLACED UNDER

DEMOCRATS'

FRUIT FOR THE

INDICTMENT

PLAN

REBELS

oi-'t-

c

IN HIS MESSAG E TO CONGRESS

mm nnf in i Tim
OFFICERS tA HAM IN Hit

OPPOSES ' hCTCH HETCHY
Washington, Dec. 2. Declaring that
the rights to tn conferred by the
pending Hetch tieirliy bill weer in direct conflict wit a the-- 'water laws of
California and fiintid to protect the
farmers of San .i i.uiuin valley, SenaI the fight in the
tor Works .i
senate today in rpositlon to the mea'
sure, which proposes a new water
supply for San Francisco. The senator read a telegram from settlers to HEADS OF MINERS' ORGANIZA-support his 'statement that 99 per
TION ACCUSED OF VIOLAT-- .
cent of the irriga(ioiiists were opposING SHERMAN LAW
"
";
ed to the bill.

UNION

PRESIDENT PREDICTS Til E FALL

i

CITY EDITION.

2, 1913.

, THEY

DETERMINAANNOUNCE
TION TO MAKE SENATE PASS
CURRENCY

BILL

VILLA'S

ARMY MARCHES

ON

BIO

CITY DESERTED BY FEDER- AL TROOPS

A GRAFTING CAPTAIN
FLEEING
A
MONOPOLY
IS
OF LABOR BRISTOW
MAKES
SPEECH COMMANDER
New York, Dec; 21 A' former po'
lice captain, Dominic k Riley, was
HE SAYS PHYSICAL
BURNINQ
STRENGTH MILITARY GOVERNOR
on a charge 'i;! bribery today by TRUE SPIRIT OF COMPETITION
ON
SHOULD
TO
SANDS IN EFFORTS TO REACH
FAIR
SAID
BASIS
with
connection
BE TESTED IN THE
the grand jury.
the alleged coriWiifracy between the
BE STIFLED
THE BORDER
PRIZE RING
swindlers. Ripolice and
ley is accused vi accepting $1,000 in
ARE
ROASTED NO
REPUBLICAN
PROTEST HUERTA'S DOWNFALL COMIM
return for granting the swindlers po- OPERATORS
'
lice protection.

i

wire-tappin- g

MISSING SHiP ARRIVES
Santa Barbara., Calif., Dec. 2. Tne
destroyer Paul JotM, the only vessel
in the torpedo boat .flotilla unaccounted for when the flu'et separated in the

GRAND JURY SAYS
HAVE MUCH FOR
WHICH TO PROTEST

COLORADO

EMPLOYES

Pueblo, Ool., Dec. 2. The task of
recent storm, arritd at this port, ap- issuing warrants for the arrest of the
parently little thf worse for its ex- 25 officials and1 members of the Unitperience in the' heavy storm. The ed Mine Workers of America, who
Paul Jones has leit tor San Pedro har- were indicted late yesterday by the
"
United States grand jury, was begun
bor.
today by court officials! here. The
NEGRO IS KILLED
warrants will be placed in the hands
Indianapolis, Ind.f Dec. 2, Claud of United States Marshal Dewey C.
Lewis, a negro, aged 19, was killed Bailey, who, it is said, had received
one assurances from attorneys representand three men were wounded,
probably, fatally, this, afternoon when ing the indicted men that they would
six special officers, riding on an ice be produced when wanted1.
The indictments charge conspiracy
wagon, shot into ai crowd which tried
to stop the wagon, in Indiana avenue. to monopolize labor and conspiracy
The special officers were taken into In restraint of interstate commerce.
' '
The one charge was based on the proa police station. ft
t
vision of the federal
law
BRITISH AvfATOR FALLS
prohibiting any number of workmen
East Chin-c- l , La'i I lU'l.iml, D c to conspire to monopolize labor. The
other was based on the provision of
2. Captain Gilbert, "W
commander ot the British na- the same law prohibiting restraint of
val flying corps. Was l: II ted today at trade between two states.
,
The indictments .followed, several
hem.
the naval flying ggvuMweeks' investigation of conditions ex
Colorado cool ftnUls
isting in
whort . f
.;

anti-trus-

Wildman-Lush-ingto-

--

scores

of
finesses were
BEING fERSECUTED ligation
amined, including Governor E.
w

ex-

M.

Ammons, officials and representatives
the coal companies operating propof
MURATTORNEY FOR ACCUSED
erties In the various districts, officDERER MAKE AN ELOQUENT
ials and members of the United' Mine
PLEA
Workers of America, and peace officers and citizens of the coal. disDr. WilShelbyville, Ind., Dec.
tricts.
liam B. Craig was portrayed as an
The report of the jury criticised
innocent-than- ,
unfairwho was being
acts of the operators in a number-o- f
ly prosecuted by the state, in the
instances, saying that, from testimony
opening statement of the defense deduced, "there existed reasonable
made by Henry N. Spaan tody at
grounds for many of the grievances
the trial of Craig for the alleged murcomplained of by the miners."
der of Dr. Helen Knabe.
saThe jury criticised
Mr. Spaan denied that thert wna loons in,
coal camps, some of
the
Mr. Spaan deuied that there was
which, It said, were conducted congood friendship between Dr. Craig and
trary to law. Camp marshals, in some
Dr. Knabe. He said there was never
instances, were accused of having exany promise of marriage or any talk ercised a system, o
espionage. The
of marriage betweeu the two.
found that some phases of the
jury
"Dr. Knabe was a mannish woman,
"scrip system apparently are still in
a fighter, but she was not success- use and are the sources of
complaint
ful," said Hr. Spaan. "She borrowed from many miners."
frequently
money from her friends
The jury report declares it had
because she was unable to make a found that the "state laws have not
living at the practice of medicine been enforced so
give, all perand at the time of her death she was sons concerned
equals rights." It
preparing to train herself for physic- says: "The coal companies have been
al culture worn."
sufficiently Influential to nominate,
He asserted that her cousin, ,Dr. elect and control many county offiAugusta A. Knabe, knew that she was cers and have dona so with the redespondent because of her failure in sult of complicating the Industrial
life, and had told a friend, who would situation by arousing political prejube produced as a witness, that she was dice."
afraid Dr. Knabe would commit sui
Tiie jury gives space to Its findings
cide. At great length the accused of violations of the eight hour law
man's attorney described the sur and the method pursued by the Unitroundings at Dr. Knabe's apartments ed Mine Workers in their conduct of
on the morning her body was found the strike.
and declared all of them tended to
Of these methods the report says:
support the suicide theory.
"The ,methods pursued by the United Mine Workers of America in their
!
endeavors to force recognition of their
union by the coal mine operators in
TODAY IN CONGRESS.
this state are an insult to conservative and
labor."
4
On another point the report says:
Washington, Dec. 2. Senate: Met
"Evidently no qualification is necat 11 a. m.'
essary for membership in the United
Refused to agree to vote on the ad- Mine Workers of America, other than
ministration currency bill on Decem-20- . a promise to pay dues, which are apparently used to support insurrection
Recessed to join the house to hear and lawlessness when necessary to
President Wilson read his annual force their demands by intimidation
and fear whenever strikes are called,
message.
with the result of injuring other
House: Met at noon.
President Wilson read his annual trades and the entailment of hardmessafce to a joint session at 1 o - ships and1 privations on the people of
the entire commonwealth."
clock.
Recommendations
attached urge
Chairman Clayton called a meeting
of the judiciary committee for tomor- the impartial enforcement of the laws
bills.
anil the enactment of new laws to
row to consider anti-truPadgett's bill to equip state naval correct the evils mentioned.
militia for the federal service ordered
(Contiinued on Tage Five.)
favorably reported.
2-

mine-owne-

ast''

law-abidi-

d

THE MINORITY WILL NOT MAKE CONSTITUTIONALISTS
SAY THEY,
WILL TAKE MEXICO CITY
ACTIVE OPPOSITION TO THE
MEASURE

WITHIN A MONTH

Washington, Deo. 2. Efforts to get
an agreement to vote, in the senate
on the currency bill on Saturday De
cember 20, failed today, but the senate democrats began an energetic
program which they expect fill force
early action. Senator Williams of
Mississippi announced that it was the
intention of the democrats to "exhaust
the senate" and force an early vote.
Senator Bristow attacked In unmeasured terms and at length the democratic program and declared the democrats proposed to pass a bill by
"physical exhaustion" instead of fair
and free debate.
"This has been a body of intellectual discussion, a place where Infor
mation was a par and physical endur
ance, was not at a premium," he cried,
"The place to test physical endurance
is in the prize ring, not in the senate.1
Senators Owen and Shafroth retort
ed that Senator Bristow and the oth
er republicans already had delayed
the cun'f.iicy bill by demanding hear
urofr'rw.i;? debate,

Juarez, Mex., ' Dec. 2. Hasty preparations were under way today'in tha
rebel ranks for the prompt occupa-- .
tion of Chihuahua, tha capital of Chfc
buahua state, which is reported to
have been evacuated by the federal
troops because of threatened starva- '
- :
tion of its 35,000 population.
Pointing out that of the important
federal strongholds in the north onli
Monterey and Guaymas remained.
General Francisco Villa, the rebt-b9
leader, said Chihuahua would
.
made the base of aggressive

'

J

activity-southward-

rebel forces will be sent
General Salvador Mercado.
Huerta's military governor, who ia
reported to be fleeing 'to the United
States border at Ojinaga with 2,000
famished soldiers, and Generals Oroz-c- o
and Salazar said to have taken ,o
the mountains, Villa declined to ay
definitely, but said that the rebel ad
TVTcvipr Ptfv urnnM rm
VfliuiQ
.
tinu4x briskly,
will be 5h(K""r f
WThen

la. "We &r& confident ti,,
said
when the people in the capital real;
that we have captured almost all tii
north and are In sight of the city 3
gates they will voice their feelings,
which they are now afraid to do, ami
A MURDEROUS OFFICER
Seabern, Alsace, Germany, Dec. 2. will clamor for the downfall of the
Lieutenant Von Forstner, who start- usurper, A mob in the capital cau
ed the trouble between the troops oust Huerta in a day."
With 3,500 rebels and 18 field piecand civilians here by referring scornes
advanced ,as far as Carrizal, DO
addressto
citizens
he
the
when
fully
miles
south of Juarez,- - on the way- to
aroused the recrlits of his company,
ed still further indignation
against Chihuahua, Villa will remain here
the army today by cutting down a until he communicates with General
with his Venustiano Carrahza before he perlame Alsatian, shoemaker
sonally proceeds south. At Chihuahua
sabre.
he expects to join General Chao anJ
a
was
The titled lieutenant
leading
in- other rebel leaders, and, with a comhalf company of the ninety-nintfantry from the barracks to the coun- bined force of 8,000, proceed toward
city
try to go through the morning drill Zacatecas, the first important
when a group of workmen recognized south of Toreon. Other rebel forces
'
Forstner. They hooted the officer, with Villa are to proceed up tho
coast
west
toward
Guadalajara.
who at once halted his company and
whicli
According to late reports
sent a squad of soldiers in pursuit.
The infantrymen succeeded in catch- Villa said he received by couriers who
ing only one man, a lame shoema- traveled overland 130 miles to Villa
'
Ahumada, where the telegraph line
ker, who resisted arrest.
Von Forstner then came up and de- has been connected with Juarez, tha
liberately struck him on the head with desertion of Chihuahua by the federthe sharpened edge of his sabr,e. The als was brought about by the press-- v
ure of the citizens. The people, it wa?
wound is a dangerous one.
said, protested that if the federal garri
son resisted, the fighting would re
suit in the wholesale killing of
TEN PEOPLE PERISH
that the poor were half
starved and that the wealthy resiWHEN CHEEK FLOODS dents could not expect mercy at the
hands of the Invaders.
General Mercado is said to have do?
BELTON, TEX., SWEPT BY WATER cided on flight to the American border so that he could comrminicata
FOLLOWING UNPRECEDENTED
TTnn-.
wifli PrnuiiiinTlnl Proi,lr.ntDOWNPOUR
Communication between Chihuahua
BelUrn, Tex., Dec. 2.- - Ten or more and Mexico City has been impossible
persons axe reported to have perished for weeks.
j
wave which came
Chihuahua People Flee
today in a
without warning down Nolan Creek
Reports received today from tha
before daybreak. The creep runs telegraph, outpost at Villa Ahumada
stated that hundreds of men, women
through the center of the city.Fifty houses along the creek's banks and children were fleeing across tha
in Belton were swept away. In the desert from Chihuahua to Ojinaga and
center of the town Mrs. W. C. Polk the border points. Long wagon
and her four children were caught trains, horses and burros, laden with
asleep In their home and drownqd. household gdods and vafuables and folPolk, carrying the fifth child, an in lowed by a scurrying horde of peopla
on foot, were seen.
fant, escaped to high ground.
A man, his wife and three children.
It appears as though almost tha
were reported drowned. The man, was whole city, carrying its richest posa camper, His name was not known sessions, had been set in motion eusJ
'
here.
denly and was struggling tiirous
When the main 6treet bridge in clouds of dust to keep pace wUU a
Temple, Tex., was demolished by the hurrying escort of federal!?, accorclir.wave, an unidentified man wa"s on the to the rebel scouts. Atnons the
structure. It is believed ha
were said to bp. members cf
The creek's rise was the result of a
downpour of four hours' duration.
(Continued on Fase Hv)

ence decldeu to formally protest
against the lone session proposed by
the democrats, but to enter on' no or
ganized opposition.
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TAX

Is Health

OF CHINESE

QUICK IMPROVEMENT IS NOTICEABLE WHEN PROPER AID TO
NUTRITION IS GIIVEN
A low state of the general health is
now the acepted cause of backwardness in children. So in the case of a
MISSIONARIES
TELL OF THE backward child it is best to look toTREATMENT ACCORDED
wards building up its health. It will
'
THEM IN HUPEH
usually be found that the main trouble is in the food, In lack of assimiHence care
Peking, Dm. 2. The American and lation and digestion.
Norwegian missionaries 'who last should be taken in the kind of food
month were prisoners in tho hands of given to tho child. This, with plen"White Wolf and his hand of cwi ty of air and exercise, should bring
thousand brigands in Northern Ilu about a change for the better.
ph, suffered great privation and often Watch the condition of the bowels,
were exposed to extreme danger. For to note whether the waste is being
days they wero separated from their passed off or not, or whether it is
If either con
lamtlies, with no knowledge of tho
passed too freely.
safety of their wives and children, dition nreva ils trive a small dose of.
Dr.
and Buffering the jmnsa of hunser and that gentlest of all laxative-tonics- ,
thirst, two men missionaries lay in Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin. Thousands
hiding within a few feet of a group of mothers will testify to the wonders
of bandits and heard their death pinio- H has wrought in the lives of their
ned In case they were found.
own children, and for that reason leThe Rev. H. S. Fauslte, a Norwe- gions of families like those of Mrs.
gian, member of the Luthern Bret.h-re- Daisy Mc Broom, Hillshoro, Ind., are
mission, speaks as follows of his never without it in the house. She
is the mother of Lucile and has been
experiences:
"The robbers broke Into our m's-nlo- using Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin for
Mr.
compound early 011 the morning Lucile since she was two.
of. September 26. They were dressed
says it saved Lueile's life. It
in, silks and satins and had silk gir- is tho standard family medicine in
dles hanging almost to the ground. the Mcliroom home.
Eaeh carried a rifle and revolver.
It is pleasant to the taste and so
About five or six men pointed their perfectlly safe that it is given to in
rifles at myself and the Itev. George fants, and' yet is eipieally effective for

BANDITS

1913.

MATTERS IN

MORE MUDDLED

f

2,

STATE

UNUSUAL

SHOE VALUES
FOR WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY,

1

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY, DEC. 3 TO 6 1913

PROGRESS
OF CASES IN THE
MORE
COURTS
CREATES
CHAOTI CCONDITION

and to reduce the

We are crowded for room in our Shoe

,

Department
Santa Fe, N. M., Dec. 2 The tax
stock will offer the following unprecedented values on the above named
muddle deepens. In the case of the
South Springs Ranch and Cattle comdays only.
pany, et ah, vs. Guy Herbert, assessor
of Chaves county, Judge McClure, one
Our entire line of women's shoes, both Lace and Button, in
of the judges of the Firth distdict, susLUCILE McBROOM
attorthe
a
demurrer
filed
tained
by
Gunmetal, Suede Calf, Velour Calf, Vici Kid, Tan Lotus Calf, Brown Buckgrown people. All druggists Boll it
ease
of
The
While
the
in
ney
general,
and the price
only 50 cents and one
skin and Russia, worth $3.50. $4.00, $4 50 and $5.00, for these days only
National Bank, of Roswell vs.
dollar a bottle, the latter for families First
in which an
assessor,
Herbert,
Guy
the extremely low price
who need it regularly.
almost Identical demurrer was filed,
Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pepsin has no
Judge Richardson- - overruled the deVici
equal as a cure for constipation, in- murrer. And in the meantime, as the
Our entire line of womens shoes in Lace and Button in
sour
digestion, biliousness, headaches,
papers say, the case of the
Kid and GunmetaI,.worth $2.50 a pair, special, only
stomach, gas on the stomach, liver funny
comand
Cattle
South
Ranch
Springs
trouble and kindred complaints. It has
al vs. the State Board of
so many advantages that those who pany, et
and identical with the
Equalization,
ca
once use .it forever after discard
South Springs' suit against thoi Chaves
coarse
other
and
thartics, salts, pills
assessor, was' argued Friday in
a VeaiLeMinSioro
remedies, for they are seldom advis- ocunty
NO
court
FOR
of the state.
the
supreme
to
never
be
should
given
able and
Richardson in his opinion
Judge
children.
SHOES ON
84 of the acts of
Families wishing to try a free sam- 'holds that chapter
1913 is of a wholly prospective ititure
APPROVAL
ONLY
ple bottle can obtain it postpaid by and cannot
apply sooner than 1914,
addressing Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 419
111.
A that chapter '22, 1899, should hold un
Washington, St., Monticello,
til the new law becomes operative,
adpostal card with your name and
2JESEE
that the assessment of the banks
and
do.
will
it
on
dress
law is entirely
new
under
the
here
Holm, an American, and demanded
without authority, - With the demur- and it is said they contemplate sur- other capitol employes only received BALLARD'S HOREHOUND SYRUP
silver money, our other valuables, and
of rer overruled it
command
took
Li
Yuan
dent
Heng,
anu
we
were
loou.
water
without,
brings this case up rendering their national bank charter 75 per cent of their salary today. Cap loosens the phlegm so that It can be
that we given them our guns or recoughed up and ejected. Price 25c,
had not arrived on its merits and tho defendant has 20 and
If
11 days and nights, the troops.
they
for
hardly
slept
no
operating in the future as a state tain Fornoff said he would remain in 50c and $1.00 per bottle. Sold by
weapons
volvers. Mr.. Holm had
and
burned
would
been
have
the
in
to
Ar
in
time
which
not
all
wero
time
decided
-city
that
plead further, bank. At its last report the Lake
Santa Fe, but had
yet Central Drug Co. Adv.
days'
and I had only one revolver, which I for the robbers
lu filing the demurrer Attorney Gen thur bank had resources of over $91,- - what his future line would be, althe same house, most of tho time in we all would nave perisueu.
gave up.
The nights of October 4, 5 and 6 eral Clancy held that tho plaintiffs in 000.
though most of the other members of ACCUSED OF SLAYING HUSBAND
"Then they took Mr. Holm captive the adjoining room.
from the this case had brought their action preto
tried
robbers
escape
the
we
and
were
Motion
the force have taken up other emOverruled
opium
15
smoping
'They
and went away with him. Iat?r
St. LouisDec. 2. The case of Mrs.
and pass the troops, but were maturely, that the matter could not
The supreme court has overruled the ployment, some going into the Indian Emily C. Roberts, charged with muror 20 more bandits appeared, demand- we frequently heard them say tuat city
7
they manag pioperl be handled by the court until motion for a rehearing in the case of service as special officers and others
when they caught us they would kill driven back. October
der in the second degree, was called
ing silver, and, because we did not
us. The only time, we could move ed to get by the Nangyangfu troops, after the assessments had been made the state of New Mexico ex rel, Fred going on the payroll of various comdeme
They
took
have any,
in court today for trial. Mrs. Roberts
prisoner.
who did not do their duty.
and the county treasurer demanded Fornoff, vs. the state auditor, and panies as peace officers.
manded 20 rifles of me, but of course, a muscle was when a pig moved
shot and killed her husband, William
were
robbers
the
400
of
"About
we
the payment of the taxes.
The supreme court today is occupied P.
thus abolished the last hope of main
I had' none. Then they insisted that about, rust ling the straw in which
Roberts, at their home in this city
scam- killed in Tsaoyang.
They murdered
In the other case which was brought taining the mounted police, who went with four cases against the Water
I manufacture rifles, as I was a for- were hidden, or when the rats
March. For some time the coulast
in
thousand
two
people
to prevent the collection of taxes for out of business yesterday because of Supply company of Albuquerque on
so. pered through It. We were almost no less than
lived apart. The tragedy folhad
eigner, and therefore able to do
ple
the city.
A. B. McMillen
represents lowed a few hours after
912, which had formerly been rebated the fact that the last legislature did appeal.
"On the 27th the robbers allowed choked with the dufit in the straw,
they had
7,
of
October
"On the morning
to the banks, the court, as stated, also not appropriate for their mainten- the water company and John C. Lew- - been reconciled.
me to go back to the mission station and suffered from the burning in our
to
bis
card
Mr.
Holm's
took
on
fiBWang
kis represents the plaintiffs. It is an
overruled the demurrer.
ance. Yesterday started the new
to secure food for my wife and chil- thoats, noses and eyes. I chewed
in an wife, who had already returned from
a
The case in whic h Judge Richardson cal year of the state and it included ticipated that all four cases will be
dren, but upon arrival at the station my handkerchief for half (lay
the Yamen to tho, mission station, and overruled tho demurrer will probably no appropriation for their continu- presented before court adjourns this
Piles Cured in 6 to 14 Days
I could find no trace of my family. attempt to moisten my month. T"hen
as soon as she answered we went also be, brought to the supreme court ance. However, the members of that
1
I
no
crawled
stand
could
it
longer
Druggists refund money if PAZO
evening.
J did, however, meet Mr. Holm, who
back to the station. The adviser to which has not as
OINTMENT
fails to cure Itchinff,
yet ruled on the body have one consolation, since it
also had secured permission from his out of the straw in the night and
"White Wolf" had assisted the worn case argued Friday.
a
I
found
about
until
about
is
or Protruding Piles.
that
his
groped
and
look
Blind,
was
after
last
their
and
llleeding
to
that
indicates
return
pay
day,
In
the
lungs
captors
Wheezing
as he did not allow any
The New Fiscal Year
cup full of water which I drank, with en inasmuch
were paid in full, whereas the phlegm is obstructing the air passages. First application gives relief. 25c.
they
family.
had eagerness. It was dirty water left in of tho robbers to go into the Yamen
Yesterday was the beginning of the
"Everything In the mission
and do them harm. A native ot Tsao second fiscal
year of the state of New
"teen destroyed, and all food, clothing a washtub, but it revived me and my
yang, who was in tne I amen, gave Mexico, and in quite a few offices the
to
work
better.
heart
stolen.
been
began
had
movables
and
H
the "That morning the owner of the them food.
"Mr. Holm and I went into
change will be. noticeable. Joso Sena
at.
to
the
remain
Vas
imposmlile
T7p T"""
was treated
tit
face the prossupreme court
ptreets to try to find our families but bouse, a Mr. Wang, who
or) the stench rte
on
account
mission
to
in
a
two
as
slave
fruitless.
N
byUhe rolbe.sf camej
pert of workinc for the next
our search was
we ing from the dead bodies lying around
"At this time the Chinese hnhps hide clothing In the straw where
years without his sjalary of $:i,i!00 a
so we left the next day for Fancheng
hnd arrived at Tsaoyans, start were concleaded. We spoke to him,
year heretofore paid; also in the
with an escort of troops. We were treasurer's office and the state audied to attack the robbers by firing and he was startled to find us there.
we all In a very weakened condition and tor's
office, clerk hire hitherto avail- a
from outside the city walls. The shots Ho promised not to tell where
Mr. and Mrs,
could hardfy stand.
and
to
drink
water
us
h
in
and
were,
whb
gave
is shut off because of the govable
whistled through the streets
Tfot Holm and child and Miss gather, also
ernor's veto. In the state department
we were, spattering up against the some cold rice to eat. He did
an American, all of whom are in
us
'more
to
an
give
the
opportunity
robbers, get
of education Miss .Meyers gels for the
buildings. This alarmed
of serious state of health ,from the shock
a contingent and travel- who immediately started for another then, on account of the presence
will
leave coining year
that and terrible exposure,
fund of $."i00 which she
expense
ng
part of the city. We took advantage the robbers, but each dayriceafter
and wa- shortly for the United States."
had not hud before.1 In the supix.ie
ot the opportunity to make our escape we got from him a little
court the contin:,'enl fund is cut down
and fled to an old Chinese bouse ter, enough to keep us alive. we were
"The last day but one that
which at that moment, was vacant.
:i00; the state
corporation coinmis- kl
cion closes the year With about $6,000
"We ran into a side room and hi 1 in the straw Wang found out and told LAXATIVE F011 0L0
ourselves in a pile of old wheat straw: us that our families weer in Yamen,
left in a fund of $1S,100 allowed for
The mounted
No sooner -- we were concealed than where the robbers had made their
contingent expenses.
PEOPLE--"GASCARETvethe robbers came and began their headquarters. Of course we were
police go out of business because they
search for us. They pulled the straw ry anxious, tor we did not even then
are no longer on the payroll.
food or not.
New Bank Incorporates
about, jumped on top of it and ran know whether they had
SALTS, CALOMEL, PILLS, ACT ON
their bayonets though it time and or whether they were, being well
The First State Bank of Lake Ar
BOWELS
LIKE
PEPPER
be
sixain. The bayonets just missed my treated, and no message could
thur today filed incorporation papers.
ACTS ON NOSTRILS
sent to them.
It has a capital of $15,000, divided inlegs.
'Professor Christian Stokslad and
"For four days the robbers lived in
to; $100 shares and held by the followa
Got
box
now.'
on
the same house, in a room opposite Dr. Johnson came to Tsaoyang,
Most old people must give to the ing, who are incorporators and directo us. For three days and nights we October 3, and on order of Vice Presi bowels some regular help, else they tors: K. A. Cahoon, of Roswell, 10
suffer from constipation. The condl shares; W. A. Hams, 12 shares; E. C.
tion is perfectly natural. It Is Just Jackson, 6 shares; and W. ,1. Mcl li
as natural as it Is for old people to nes 122 shares, all of Lake Arthur
To Bs Absolutely Certain of the Genuine
walk slowly.
For age is never bo These men are also directors in the
active as youth. The muscles are First National Bank of Lake Arthur,
less elastic. Aad the bowels are
'
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Stock of Nice Fresh
SUITS and OVERCOATS

S"

A Splendid

GENTS FURNISHINGS AND SHOES

Biif fy's Pure MaltVJIiiskQy
observe the following three
points of distinction :

Cc

1 That the neck etrao over
the cork h unbroken. It's the 1

?IL

seal of security.

2 That our name and mon
ogram are blown in the bottle.

It's a certificate of merit.

That the label bears our
of the "Old Chem
k
ist" and signature of the Company. It's a sign of the genuine.
3

trade-mar-

Insist m Dully

1-

-

1

4

Unscrupulous manufacturers and dealers
sometimes take advantage of the nationwide popularity of Duffy's Pure Malt Whisall mankind, by offerkey as a remedy forsubstitutes
of the genuand
imitations
ing
ine for the sake of greater profit.
faTo guard your best interests, become
of
the
exact
appearance
the
miliar with
bottle the contents of which have done so
much' to relieve suffering and bring health
ana Happiness into iuuu-r,;,-,,,r,Mof homes.
greatly rtduad.
SalldS
. .
4
r
!"
If .1i
-- A
The original ana genuine uuny s x ure iuau
whWkpv is sold in scaled bottles only Dy most
druggists, grocers and dealers everywhere at $1.00
Valuable medical booklet ana doc
a 1nrre bottle.
tor's advice free if you write

...

.

muscles.
So all old people need Cascarets,
One might as well refuse to aid weak
eyes with glasses as to neglect this
The How to Avoid Those Paint and Diatres
gentle aid to weak bowels.
bowels must be kept active. This Is Which o Many M otheri Have Suffered.
important at all ages, but never so
much as at fifty.
Age is not a time tor harsh physics,
Youth may occasionally whip the
bowels into activity.
But a lash
can't be used every day. What the
bowels of the old need is a gentle
and natural tonic. One that can be

.

constantly used without harm. The
only such tonic Is Cascarets, and
they cost only 10 cents per box at
They work while
any drug store.
you sleep.

D"F

Mult

Whtky

Co., Koch"tc,

W.

T.

This stock was purchased at a remarkably low figure and will be sold at
a price that seems like giving it away.

Ready in a Few Days

Adv.

FRUIT MEN DISCUSS PROBLEMS
Tt 1b a nltv morn wnmon do not know nf
San Jose, Calif., Dec. 1. Fruit grow- Mother's Friend. Here in a remedy that &flen&
tUe muscles, enables them to expand without
ers of California met here today anl any Ktram upon tne iifjnmenis ami euaoiet
without pain,
vomen to
thrwutrh
opened the annual convention of their Jiausea, morning sicknessmaternity
or any of tUe dreaded
mothers.
ho
to
familiar
many
symptoms
t:ite association, which will continue
There i no foolish diet to haras the mind.
do not dwell npon pain snd
iu cession over tomorrow and Thurs The thoughts
Tlamsawls ot
tor all such are avoidfd,
to thp
day. Governor Johnson and Colonel women no longer- resign thom'lvt's
thought that sickness and diftres are natural.
Harris Weinstock of the United States They know better, for hi Mthr'M Friend they
Imve found a wonderful.
remedy to
Farm Credits commission are on the banish all tin we dreaded peiietralinK
experiences.
program for addresses, tokether with
a number of well known horticultural

experts.
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Optio office.
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It Is a subject every woman should he fnmi-Jlwith, and even though site may not require
"d then meet
mich a remedy, she will nuw
Home nroNoective mother
to whom a word ia
time about Mot her h Friend wilt come as a won J
derful hlPKHlnir.
This turnout rennnly fs B,,,ft
a bottle.;
by all dnwirlHtP. and In only
It Is for extendi
ontv, and Is really wonliv
to the HradV,
lis welKht in gold.
Write
fiId Regulator Co.. 127 Lamar &dtfi AUuuta, I
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"THE GIRL FROM MUMMS"
AT THE DUNCAN TONIGHT

.

Santa Fe, N. M., Dec. 1.
Duncan and Browne,
Managers Opera House,
Las Vegas. N. M.
"TJie Girl from Mumm's," play- ed by a company of 50 people,
kept a capacity audience at the
Elks' opera house in a constant
uproar tonight by giving the
enapplest musical comedy seen
here in years. Mies Vail's sing- tog was a great feature.
H. G. IRVIEN,

Manager Elks' Opera House.
Tonight at the Duncan opera house
the performance of "The
Girl from Mumm's," a clever musical
It Is expected that the
comedy.
house will be well filled, as the play
comes well recommended, and Man- will, occur

Sheehan & Beck offer at the Duncan
opera house tonight.
The narrative of "The Girl from
Mumms' revolves around one "Cleo
Marcette," captivating and pretty.
After meeting with an automobile
mishap, loses her way in a park;
while looking for a garage, and ao
cidentaly meets one Jack Hamilton,
who is trying to while away a few
lonely hours during his wife's absence. Hamilton obliges Cleo and secures a machinist, and while temporary repairs are being made on Cleo's
car Cleo and Jack enjoy each other's
company. After an hour's motoring
Hamilton bids Cleo a fond goodnight,
but in parting accidentally leaves with
Cleo his gold match box, which has
his full name and address en
graved thereon.
The following morning Hamilton
receives important mail, stating that

Mother SfcrJsIa&s
Tells cf Recovery

DECEMBER

ROSE iUIDS" ID

2, 1913.

MECHANICAL
New York, Dec.

ENGINEER3

Hundreds of
eminent engineers and designers of
Thront .Troubles, like continued coughs
machinery have fathered in this city
ami colds, often seriously
affect
the
from all over the country to attend
If you have not found any
lungs.
from the treatment vou luive
the
annual meeting of the American
tried, Investigate the many repofw
benefits, and, In niiineroiiM
canes,
of Mechanical Engineers, the
Society
complete recoveries, brought about by the
umc of Koknmn's Alterative.
sessions of which are to continue
This is a
medicine for Tbroat and Lumr Troubles,
through the remainder of this weeX
favorably known for more than fifteen
years. Uead this case:
at the Engineering societies building.
Convent of St. Anne, gnu ford, Flo.
"Oentlemen:
Iu Febrnary, 10U, four
Gas power, fire protection, machine
doctors examined my
thront nnd proTHE POPULAR ACTRESSES WILL shop practice and the manufacture of
nounced the necessity of un operation.
HaviiiK heard at I'eekskill, N. Y.,
BE SEEN AT BACHARACH'S
cement are among the leading subof the Sisters of St.
where I was viHiting, of Eckman'sFrauds,
Alteraslated for discussion.
THURSDAY
jects
I
determined as a last, resort to
tive,
2.

AS OTHERS SEE IIS

ACT AS LIVING

huw-lii-

MODELS

mm

Denver, Colo., Nov. 29, '13.
STRASS BONNET SHOP,
Las Vegas, N. M.

Moth-ernou-

try
After t.ikiux four or five bottles large
pieces of diseased tlfsue came away. I
continued the Alterative, to my grateful
and dally relief. In ten mouths I wag
restored to perfect health.
I would be
Klud to write or talk to any person who
may have a doubt about it. I would like
them to see and hear from my own
If they so desire, all I would say of lips,
It."
(Signed) MOTHER M. STANISLAUS.
(Above abbreviated; more on request.)
Kckman'g Alterative has been proven by
many years' test to be most efficacious
for severe Throat and LniiR Affections,
Bronchitis. Bronchial Asthma, Stubborn
Colds and iu upbuilding tho system.
Contains no narcotics, poisons or
g
drugs. Ask for booklet telling
of recoveries, nnd write to Kckman
laboratory, Philadelphia, Pu.. for evidence. For sale bv all leading dnieelsfa
and E. . Murphey ana Central Drug

in
1MB
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The Rose Maids" will be hostesses
to the ladies of Las Vegas at the
Bacharach store Thursday afternoon
from 3 o'clock to 5 o'clock.
mis announcement means none
other than that the ladies of "The
RoBe Maid" company that has Dlaved
so successfully in New York and Chi
cago will be here Thursday afternoon
-

-

"

M

Compay.

is Hamilton's difficult task to keep
the two nieces apart.
George Ainsworth, a life long friend
of Hamilton's and an ardent admirer
of Miss Busby arrives and embarks
upon a voyage of love making with
Ethel that for daintiness and sweet
ness has no equal.
With James dining and wining
Cleo, Ainsworth vociferously making
M . '
love to Ethel and Hamilton doing his
utmost to have Cleo leave his home,
f '
f '
excitement runs high at the Hamilton
domicile.
Suddenly Mrs. Hamilton
returns, Cleo is discovered as an
but neither Hamilton nor Ainsworth will divulge her identity. Mrs.
I '
,
Anglewood immediately embarks up
on the difficult task of transferring
;
j
James' affection to the rightful Miss
Busby, but is outwitted at every point.
Ainsworth's sea of love is kept ' ex
tremely rough by Hamilton. Finally
,
Hamilton is rrce.d to admit Ithat
vrs
Ainsworth Is neither Cleo's husband,
is
sweetheart nor
he a widower, but
a fresh, well disciplined, dashing lover
EVELYN
HAMILTON
that any girl could wen be proud of.
In "The Rose Maid"
Cleo and James become suspicions
that a move is on foot to separate
and will wear costumes chosen from
them, and an elopmeut is planned the
stock of the Bacharach firm that
and executed quietly, and only at the
are duplicates of those worn in the
act
is the marriage
fiuale of the last
revealed by Cloo with the following performance Thursday evening at the
Duncan opera house, and they will apphraseology, "We've been and gone
in the windows as livlna models.
and done it," when both are received pear
Bacharach
Brothers are
with open arms. Ethel names the
ing with the management to make
confesses
for
Jack
George.
happy day
this a success by granting the comand the curtain falls upon a happy,
contented household, and "The Girl pany the full freedom of their store
r
MISS LOUISE REGAN, IN "THE GIRL FROM MUMMS"
departfrom Mumm's" lives happily ever aft- and wonderful
ment.
"The
Maids"
Kose
are
to
said
erwards.
agers Duncan and Browne of the his niece, Miss Ethel Busby, immenseAs a delightful
combination of be charming; 'talented and attractive
theater have been urged by numerous ly wealthy and equally as pretty, will
and as hostesses, this will give
clever, sparkling comedy, combined ladies,
to the ladies of Las Vegas an opporpatrons of the amusement place to arrive the. same morning to make her with
Girl
music
"The
tuneful,
catchy
secure a good comic opera for the permanent home with him. Great
tunity of seeing professionals elsefrom Mumm's" is supreme.
December
season.
Buswhere than as they are seen back of
Miss
made
for
are
early
preparations
the footlights.
by. Mrs. Anglewood
reception,
by's
A REAL NERVE AND BODY BUILD
Story of the Play
who has
The invitation to attend the recep
(Hamilton's! mother-in-lawMEDICINE
ING
tion
Did it ever occur to you that man, her eye on Miss Busby and her huge
given by "The Rose Maids" is
When you're sick or
keep
to the men also, but it has
extended
no matter how attached to one wom- fortune, as a great match for her son away from
The
tonics.
been
hinted
an or how strenuously he strives to James. In the meantime, Cleo Mar alcohol and
that if the wives are
dangerous drugs many of
walk the straight and narrow path, cette pays a visit to the Hamilton them contain stimulate you for a few prudent they will see that their huswill invariably turn, stall and stumble mansion to return the gold match box minutes after the dose is taken then bands have business elsewhere than
when tempted by a pretty "pippian" land to become better acquainted. leave you worse off than ever. You at the place where the young ladies
are playing the part of hostesses
smile from a. stunningly handsome Discovered in the same room with cannot
get well by taking stimulants.
Thursday afternoon.
girl possessing the magnetism, per- Hamilton by Mrs. Anglewood, and be You are liable to get worse.
This is the first time a stunt of
sonality and grace of Miss Cleo Mar- ing unable to account for her preS'
a
not
Rexall Olive Oil Emulsion is
cette, the leading comedienne role of ence, Cleo, is introduced as Miss Ethel stimulant. It is a real nerve and this kind has been pulled off by a
theatrical company and the novelty of
"The Girl from Mumm's," that dainty, Busby, the anticipated niece, and is
medicine. It
body and
fascinating, Parisian musical cockgiven a reception befitting a queen puts the system into shape to over- as well as the opportunity of seeing
tail, book by J. A. Lacy, lyrics and A few minutes later the genuine Miss come present and resist future sick- the company without the statge makeup, will appeal to many. Bacharach
music by Fred A. Bonhorst, which Busby appears upon the scene and it ness. It does not contain a
drop of
Brothers are surely to be congratulatalcohol or anything else harmful. But
ed on the originality of this advertisit builds you up, makes you feel betscheme. If the Idea proves fo be
ter, stronger, livelier not the first ing
and a good crowd attends it
houi- - but after a few days, when the practical
is
likely
very
they will try to
strengthening, toning and tissue-builin the same manner with other
ing ingredients have had a chance to
such as have charge
work through your blood into those good companies
i
of "The Rose Maid."
muscles and organs that need their
vitality-givinhelp. The four Hypo- phosphites it contains strengthens the
nerves while purest Olive Oil nourSAVES DAUGHTER
ishes them.
Rexall Olive Oil Emulsion is an
':.;k;-.?.::,c:;ideal, common-sensinvigorator and
is
There
benefit to Advice of Mother no Doubt Pr
direct
j
you iu every one of itsi ingredients.
1
You who are weak and
vents Daughter's Untimely End.
and
you who are apparently well now, but
are liable to suffer from various cold
weather ailments, use Rexall Olive
Ready, Ky. " I was not able to do
Oil Emulsion to get and keep well and anything for nearly six months," writes
Mrs. Laura Bratcher, of this place, "and
;
;
strong. For the tired-out- ,
imimZiiij'
was down in bed for three months.
or
debilitated
emaciated
nervous,
I cannot tell you how I suffered with
;
the convalescing growing children
vv
1
",
my head, and with nervousness and
i
H
aged people it is a sensible aid to womanly troubles.
Our family doctor told my husband he
.,
renewed strength, better spirits, glow
:;
could not do me any good, and he had
ing health.
to give it up.. We tried another doctor,
Rexall Olive OiJ Emulsion
king of but he did not help me.
the celebrated Rexall Remedies is
At last, my mother advised me fo take
for freedom from sickness of you and Cardui, the woman's tonic. I thought
it was no use for I was nearly dead and
unlike
your family. Pleasant-tastinseemed to do me any good. But
the cod liver oil preparations you'll nothing
1 took eleven bottles,
and now I am ahln
be as enthusiastic about it as w are to do all of my work and my own
when you have noted its strengthen
warning.
I think Cardui !s the best medicine in
ing, invigorating-- , building-up-,
the world. My weieht has incrpacH
effects. If It does not help and 1 look the picture of health. "t
you, your money will be given back
IF you suffer from any of the ailments
to you without argument. Sold in peculiar to women, get a bottle of Cardui
today. Delay is dangerous. We ' ow
this community only at our store
it will help you, for it has helped so
The Rexall Storeone o the more many thousands
of other weak women
than 7,000 leading diug stores in the m ttie pastou years.
United States), Canada and Great Brit
At all druggists.
ain. E. G. Murphey, corner Sixth and
WrOtb; Chittanoora Medicine Co., Ladies'
Dept. Chattanooga, Tenn., for Sttcial
Douglas Streets, East
Vegas, N. Advisory
on your case and
book. "Home
tnstrmriimt
J- OLIVER, COMEDIAN WITH "THE GIRL FROM MUMM'S"
M. Adv.
treatment for Women," to plain wrapper. ii.C. g
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HAIR

DOESN'T
DI- EIT HAS TO BE

KILLED

Hair often continues to live and
grow long after the death of tl.e body.
But it is often killed through neglect
or misuse. Almost always the woman
or man whose hair is falling ut, or
is stringy, lifeless and
Is
entirely to blame because of not giving it the proper care. It is easy to
take care of the hair easy to make
it more beautif ul. Use Harmony Hair
Beautifier, to make it glossy, soft and
silky, and Harmony Shampoo to keep
hair and scalp thoroughly clean.
Harmony Hair Beautifier, delight
fully perfumed with true rose. Is very
easy to apply simply sprinkle a little on your hair each time before
brushing it It contains no oil, and
will not change the color of the hair,
nor darken gray hair.
To keep your hair and scalp dan
druff-fre-e
and clean., use Harmony
This pure liquid shampoo
Shampoo.
Is most convenient to use, giving an
instantaneous rich, foaming lather
that immediately penetrates to every
part of the hair and scalp, insuring
quick and thorough cleansing. It
is washed off just as quickly, the entire operation taldng only a few mo
ments. Contains nothing that can
harm the hair, and leaves no harshness or stlckiness just a sweet clean
liness.
come In odd- Both preparations
ornamental
bottles, with
shaped, very
sprinkler tops. Harmony Hair Beautifier, $1.00. Harmony Shampoo, 50c.
Both guaranteed to satisfy you in
every waj", or your money back. Sold
in this community only' at our store
The Rexall Store one of the more
than 7,000 leading drug stores of the
United States, Canada and Great Brit- am, which own the big Harmony lab
oratories in Boston, where the many
celebrated . Harmony Perfumes and
Toilet Preparations are made. E. G.
Murphey, corner Sixth and Douglas
Streets, East Las Vegas, N. M. Adv.

Dear Madami
Please have made to my
order three of your most
beautiful hats, one to bt
worn with a black gown,
one with a white and one
with a pink gown, for MISS
HAMILTON, of 'The Rose

OF A

STYLISH

Maid" Co.
Please have them in plenty of time for the night performance, as Miss Hamil-

HAT
Do as Miss Hamilton of the
"Rose Maid" Co. did. Or-dit from the

er

ton wears them during the
second act.

JOHN M. CARSON,
Adv. Mgr. Rose Maid Co.

Strass Bonnet Shop
BONNET SHOP
LEADING

Duncan Opera House, Thursday Dec. 4 (h.
The
Beauty Opera of Fun and Fasbioa

"The Rose

Nearly Three flours oE
Delicious
Musical Delimit

Prettier than it's Sister

Cast and Beauty
Chorns Beyond Criticism

2 Carloads of Scenery
Company's Own

Opera
"The Spring Maid"

mm

Prices,

$lt$l,50&$2

Seats on Sale at

Orchestra

Morphey'g Drng Store Monday

ready-to-wea-

CLEARANCE .SALE
Begins
Saturday
Nov. 29th.
SUITS-COATS-SUI-

Ending Wbcii

Every
Garment Is
Sold

T!

run-dow-

d

blood-buildin-

?

d

On account of the extreme warm weather
we hatve more suits od coats left thsxri wo
can afford to cocrry over. And in order to
clean up this entire stock we will cut prices
regardless of cost. There is no old stock-T- his
being the first season we hocve carried
the Bishops suits and coats. Every garment
ip to the minute.

COME

r

INSPECT

g

Coats

e

run-dow-

fl
fl

:

values
values
values
values
values
values
values

$20.00
$15.00
$14.50
$13.75
$12.50
$18.00
$14.00

Serges
Serges
Serges

Suits
.$25.00

.

$35.00
$32.50
$27.50
$25.00
$22.50
$20.00
$18.50

.$22.50
$20.00

...$19.50
$16.50

.

$15.09
$10.50

values
values
values
values
values
values
values

'.

$25.00

-

.$22.50
..$20.00
$19.50
. $15.50
$15.00
$13.25

. ..

run-dow-

Dresses

-

.

$35.00
$32.50
$27.50
$25.00
$22.50
$20.00
$15.00

jl

disease-preventin-

.
.

Silks

Silks
Challes
Ratines

Waists
$14.75
J9.95
.$9.25
.$8.25

values
values
values
$2.00 values
$2.25 values
$2.73 values
$5.00 values
$1.23
$1.50
$1.75

.....$7.95
$12.75
$9.50

.

,

$1.25
11,35

i'75

12.20
$3.98

g

-

'

Is

9So

$1.15

64-p-

1

5

L
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n

1

i

J
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those predictions are not of a char
federal warrants had been served in
acter to cheer the buslnesa world
this district early today.
DAILY
though the hope is universal that
Robert Uhlich, district organizer of
what has always resulted from such
the
miners' union, was again a wit
ESTABLISHED 1879.
legislation in the past will not be re
ness today before the military com
peated In the present instances.
mission. Mike Livoda, another organ
One act which seems to hold out
Published by
izer, will be called to testify later.
the promise of being really beneficial
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
Proposal Is Rejected
is that modifying the national arbiThe proposition for a strike settle
(Incorporated.)
tration laws, giving federal arbitrar
ment submitted by Governor Ammons
tors greater authority in the settle
was unanimously rejected by the
... .Editor. ment of labor disputes. For this act
M. M. PADGETT
members1 of the Trinidad branch of
(Continued From Page One.)
(Continued From Page One.)
there has been urgent need and it is
the United Mine Workers of America
hoped that the glowing forecasts of the wealthy Terrazas and Creel faral-- !
The officials of the United Mine at a meeting this afternoon. A vote
the success that Is to attend Its op- lies, whose lives were threatened
by Workers named in the indictments Is being taken on the proposition this
eration will be verified.
the projected rebel attack, on Chihua- are: John P. White, president; en afternoon at the Ludlow tent colony
The abolition' of the commerce hua. These
families, some of whom route to Indianapolis; Frank J. and at all of the other tent colonies
Entered at the postoffice at East court was an
piece of par were heads of banking institutions, Hayes, vice president, Denver; Wil- throughout the strike zone.
n
for
New
Mexico,
t&a Vegas,
tisanship which removes; from the in
Inliam P. Green, secretary-treasurethrough the 'United States terstate commerce commission prac had been isolated In Chihuahua for
weeks. The reports brought to dianapolis; John Rj Lawson, national
many
matter.
second
class
as
aalls
The Man Who Neglects Himself
tically the only checs upon its vast Geireral Villa were that food supplies board member, Denver; Organizers
When his condition points to kidney
powers. The commerce court was an were so scant that not
only the poor Adolph Germer of Walsenburg, Rob trouble takes an unwise risk. Backadmirably devised tribunal which but the wealthy faced starvation and ert Ulrkh of Trinidad, A. B. McGary ache, pain and soreness over the kidTERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
j
nervous or dizzy spells, poor large seller, the movement deriving against tbo bears. Opening prices,
served as a court of appeal, always that
Dally, by Carrier
finally these representations in- of Desi Moines, James Morgan of neys,
are all symptoms that will dis- chief Impulse from uncertaintly over though, which were V&1iV to
sleep,
up,
I .05 an advisable restraint upon any com duced the federals to evacuate.
Charles
Per Copy Cheyenne, Wyo.,
Batley of appear with the regular use of Foley the
impending French loan and the failed to hold, as buyers were not urmission
almost
unlimited
.15
possessing
,
One Week
Villa sent couriers south today to Florence, Col.; Edgar Wallace, editor Kidney Pills. They put the kidneys
But because It was of learn whether General
.65 authority.
and bladder in a clean, strong and threatened congestion of the London gent. The close was steady, unchang...
.
One Month
Chao, the con- Miners' magazine, Indianapolis.
ed to
cent higher.
in
and
stood
the
republican
origin
healthy condition. O. G. Schaefer, market
7.50
0na Year
stitutionalist, had entered "the city.
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
Easier money encouraged speculaOats
the
exercise
of
of
autocratic
way
developed
temporary firmness
Mail
Outside Workmen Arrive
Villa said he did not regard the evaDaily, by
tion on the long side. Call loans re- with corn, but sagged when corn eas$6.00 powers against "business," the demo cuation of Chihuahua as a complete
Ope Tear
Trinidad, Col., Deo. 2. Workmen
newed at
compared with eight ed back.
Not Beyond Help at 87
. 3.06 crats starved it out' of existence.
Kx Months
surrender of federal authority, but from outside districts are
in
g
were strong. ,.
Bonds
arriving
bladder
First sales of provisions were five
weakness,
Several vicious "riders" were at- rather that the federal
yesterday.
troops had de- large numbers to take the places of stiffness in Joints, weak, inactive kidThe market closed easy. Exhaus- to 1012
cents lower, with a subtached to acts with which they were cided to
adopt guerilla tactics, and, striking miners in the southern Color- ney action and rheumatic pains, are tion of the
!
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
movement made sequent additional fall. The closing
resome
m
even
buying
instances
hardly
Mrs.
all
trouble.
evidence
of
i
after repleneshing their supplies and ado coal fields.
GROWER
j
Forty Mexicans', with Mary A. Dean, 47kidney
E. Walnut St, Taun- the list vulnerable to professional sel- quotations were as follows:
motely &UieA..'Tha .exception of communicating with Mexico City,
12.00
their
Due tear
from Texas this ton, Mass., writes: "I have passed my ling, tinder which most of the gains
arrived
families,
anti-trust
the
Wheat, Deo. 87;. May 90.
laws was another piece
planned to continue fighting.
1.00
B!x Months
morning in a special car. They were 87th birthday, and thought I was be- "were cancelled late in the day and
Corn, DeciT7p?ii May ,70. J
of the raikeBt injustice "class
met south of Trinidad by Major Wil- yond the reach of medicine, but Foley American Telephone was weak at the
Oats, Dec." 38 - May
of tlie most ljcisabba sort
most beneWill Evacuate Guaymas
a detachment of infantry, Kidney Pills have proved
liams
and
close.
were:
sales
The
In
last
Advance
Mail
Jan. $21.12; May $21.05.
Pork,
and
G.
for
inconsistent
a
extension
in my case. O.
(Cash
Schaefer,
grossly
Hermosillo, Mex., Deo. 2. Officials formally advised of the strike condi- ficial
69
Red Cross Drug Store. Adv.
Jan. $10.85; May $11.10.
j
Amalgamated
Lard,
of special privilege! by the reform" here received information
, Copper
Subscriptions)
today from tions now existing and escorted to
105
.
Jan. $11.05; May $11.25.
v.
Sugar
Ribs,
Remit by checK, draft or money forces which came hito power on a federal
deserters that the garrisons Gray Creek, a
com
92
Atchison
.
order. If eeat otherwise we will not slogan denouncing "all forms of spe- at
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Guaymas and Mazatlan had been pany mine, where they will go to work
106
Northern Pacific
KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK
fre responsible for loss.
cial privilege. "The civil service cause
of
New
Dec.
course0
York,
preparing to evacuate. It was believ at once. Precautions had been taken
Kansas
V1.'n';...160
City, Dec. 2. 'Hogs, receipts
Epeclmen copies free on application. was weakened; by more than one raid ed
Reading
that this had given rise to the re to prevent a possible attack by strik- the market recently having indicated Southern
A. 86
ex dlvV.
arket 10 cents lower. Bulk
10,000,,
Pacific,
having for its purpose only the dis- port from Juarez last night that the
supthat
real
had
ceased,
liquidation
ing miners, but no demonstration oc..149
Union Pacific
$7.257;.60; heavy $7.507.65; packLL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
AT placement of republican incumbents two west coast ports had fallen into curred. A large number of men also port was given organized efforts to
55
United States Steel
ers and butchers $7.357.60; lights
r
.
by democrats.
CYPIRATIrtN ClC TIME
the. hands of the insurgents.
went to work this morning in the Col- put up, prices today.
104
United
States
Steel,
to
pfd.
'the
Even
when
$7.207.50; pigs $5.506.75.
congress sought
I
were
favor
in
Technical
conditions
PAID FOR
no
disposition by orado Fuel and Iron company mines
There, had been
do somethfig that had a semblance
Cattle, receipts 11,000. Market steaof an upward movement and concertto attack either west of Trinidad'.
constitutionalists
of patriotism or good sense it bungled town, as it has been assumed that
CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
dy. Prime fed steers
$8.208.50;
the
was
ed
against
pressure
applied
Union Officials Indicted
Advertisers are guaranteed the the endeavor, as when it devised the
Chicago, Dec. 2. Wheat today, show- dressed beef steers $6.258.10; westshort interest when the market showsooner or later the federal would evalargest daily and weekly circulation 5 peif cent .rebate on goods carried
The announcement of the action of ed a tendency to Ignore bearish in- ed a tendency to harden fn response ern steers $67.80; southern steers
cuate voluntarily. Both towns were
of any newspaper in northern New in American ships, embroiling the
in- fluences.
to a decrease in the European visible $5.507.50; cows $4.257; heifers
defended by well fortified positions the Pueblo federal grand jury in
tlexlco.'
stockers and feeders
officials
members
and
the
of
country Immediately in a number of and Guaymas the
a
dicting
series
with
was
studded
supply. The market opened, unchang- $5.508.50;
The
tape
federal gun
conflicts over existing treaties and boats increased the danger to the at United Mine Workers of America on of large transactions in the promin- ed to
higher, but afterward re- $5.257.50; bulls $4.756.C0; calvea
doing far more harm than good. The
jhe charge of violating the Sherman ent stocks, and prices rose consistent- acted to last night's level. The close $6.5010.
TELEPHONES
anti-trus- t
ex tacking party.
net result of this
cent net adto
law, was received by local ly through the morning. The strength was weak at
Sheep, reeclpts 10,000. Market steafor
2
Business Office
days
It has been expected
many
...Main
the
is
leaders
comment.
union
Lambs $77.65; yearlings $5.25
without
tra
Ten
vance.
after
nine
dy.
months,
more
session,
of the list was the
impressive
News Department
that the Mexico City government
Main 8
assault on the business interests of would order concentration of its forc of the 25 indicted men are under ar- because it had no foreign assistance.
Snow and rain strengthened corn.
6.25; wethers $4.505.50; ewes $4
4.60.
likewise
the nation in the form of the tariff es in the northwest as a matter of rest here and at Walsenburg. No
counted
London, in fact, was a moderately Higher cables
bill and numerous oppressive anti;
TUESDAY, DECEMBER 2, 1913.
of
protection against further advances
business measures, the attacks upon the constitutionalists, while Guaymas
the civil service, the. abolition of the and Mazatlan could be taken only with
WHO LII IT?
conynerce court and the threat of an great loss. The value of the federal
empirical overhauling of the cur- garrisons of those towns would be
1' r the first time since the present
rency system by financial tyros, greattr, it was believed, if mobilized,
' 'e auditor took office, 13 years
against the advice and pleas of ex- with other forces at some more cenMexico Is un-- i
, the' state of New
perienced bankers and experts in tral point.
t,o pay In full the salaries of its finance.
From this sum of bad legis..cerg.
lation, costing the people many hunAlleged Smugglers Discharged
. t the end of the fiscal year on
dreds of thousands of dollars, may
Phoenix, Ariz., Dec. 2.r All indict
with
found
Itself
tturday the state
be subtracted the federal arbitration ments pending in the United States
me 119,000 to pay some . f 26,000 act and the protection of plumage
.
M.
here against firms and
una of salaries. State employes re- - and wild birds'. The worst of it all district court
Tex., and Tuc
El
of
individuals
Paso,
" iva 70 per cent of what is coming is that further
legisla- son and Douglas, Ariz., on charges of
'to them and are now engaged in me tion is the program for the entire reg
smuggling arms to the Mexican revolodiously whistling for the balance.
ular session.
lutionists, were dismissed today by
AT THE DUNCAN OPERA HOUSE
Taxea are indefinitely tied up by
--o
William Zawtelle, who sustain
Judge
litigation growing out of widespread RIVERS AND HARBORS CONGRESS ed demurrers.
Gloves-- In
protest against increases and Inequal
Dec. 2. Delegates apbeen filed against
Indictments
have
Washington,
Jties in the assessment of taxes. For
by the governors of the var- the following business firms and per
this and other reasons the outlook for pointed
ious states and by many large com- sons:
the coming year is viewed with more mercial and industrial bodies in variKragaur, Zork & Moye and Shel tonor less alarm by those who look to ous
of
are
El
Arms
gatherPaso,
of
the
country
company
parts
Payne
the state of New Mexico for their reg!D
ing here in large numbers to be in Tex.r Albert Steinfeld & Co., A.
ular stipend and by all persons who readiness
to- Eteinfeld and
session
Ttlcson;
Donau,
for
the
opening
Hugo
are interested in the financial stand- morrow of the National
Rivers and Phelps-DodgMercantile company, W.
commonwealth.
the
of
ing
Harbors congress, which will be in H. Brophy, w. F. E. Coles and W. H.
Why is it?
session
three days. Senator Joseph Asher of Bisbee; Douglass Hardware
Are the democrats telling us the
E. Ransdell, of Louisiana, the presi company, L. D. McCartney, Joseph
truth when they declare that all the dent of the congress, will preside. An Slater, M. M. Tucker, V E. Schwamm
present troubles of the state governprogram has been prepar- and Isadore Ilitsky of Douglas.
fine
of
ment are due to the remissness of the interesting
The conspiracy indictments still
ed and subjects covering a wide range
republican members of the state leg- will come up for discussion.' Presi pending are against the Shelton- bla-ck- ,
islature?
dent Wilson will deliver an address Payne Arms company; Krakaur, Zork
of
In
lot
There are two salient facts in the In
Not
Mercantile
which for the" first.'time he will ex- & Moye, the Phelps-DodgI'!"'
iTemises:
j
M.
a
of
J.
A.
Hernandez,
F.
t'ae
on..
company,
necessity
his ideas
From 3 to 5
For the first time in many years press
broad and consistent policy of water- Moreo and Guslar Padrez, Mexican
the
In
in
are
the democrats
power
t:s M !VrrCartnev and the
of
$1.75.
$1.25. $1.50
way development Tjlie sercetary
etate of New Mexico.
waW
..
MAID
The
Ladies
Will
ROSE
Hard
company.
TOE
With
Douglas
ApLeading
in. viui.
two
For the first time in many years war, jjiuuicv
returned ftom an official inReady-to-Wethe state is unable to meet its obli- recently of the
i.
Villa's Chief Arrested
pear in Ctstume in Our Windows and
Pjuiama canal is also
spection
gations. If .it is not broke, it is at on the program, wit an illustrated
El Paso. Texas, Dec. 2. Juan Me
least badly tent,
Department
dina, chief of staff to Pancho Villa, is
And we were taught in the primary address.
I
charged
Paso
jail,
El
in
county
the
if1,
school, amongst other rudimentary California'
to the
Woman Seriously Alarmed with bringing stolen property
NEW YOEK TO LAS
arithmetical axioms, tha;wo;'; and
contracted a value of over $50 into the state. He
"A Bhort"timey-,agdtwo, added together make jfohr. Albu- sever cold 'which1 eetfled on my lungs was arrested last night when he came
and caused me a great deal of annoy- to El Paso, Chief of City Detectlvec
querque Herald.
ance. I would have bad coughing spells,
J. C. Stansej making the arest. Stan- and my" lungs were so, sore and
alarmEXTRaIsESSION
to
be sdrtotisly
I began
sel ears he made the arrest oh the
THE
ed, A friend recommended Chamber- information from" Villa himself, who
Is Regarded as One of the Best Costumed Companies
lain's Cough. Remedy, saying she had
acis easy, of course, for the. demo- - used it for .years. I bought a bottle asserted that ,,,Medina? had not
TOYLAND AND DOLLVILLE
PKyiniOut ofeFYoTk CitF
Brats to conjure up reason rfor con- and it relieved my, cougn tne iirsi counted, for $14,000 in cash. ', Medina
Villa's
in a week I wa3 rid of the denies, that he got any of'
gratulating themselves on the work night, andsoreness
of my lungs," writes money and says he had resigned as
and
The Merriest Place in Town Is
of the .special session of congress cold
Miss Marie
Sawtelle, Cal,' For Villa's chief of staff and was quitting
which has closed, after the longest sale by all Gerber,
dealers. Adv.
the rebel service when he came to EI
Bitting in the legislative history of
By special permission from the management of the
Paso.
or
accomMost
the work
(the country.
SCHOONER IS WRECKED
company, we have arranged for this extraordinary showing
plished has been of a type to delight
Berdeen, Wash., Dec. 2. The four
of handsome garments carried in our stock, almost fac
Held for Ransom
the hearts of ' the "reformers" who niasted schooner wrecked yesterday
simile to the elegant gowns worn by "The Rose Maid" durLos Angeles, Calif., Dec. 2. W. S,
imagine they have done the people near the harbor entrance was identiing their performance here. You are Invited to visit the
a signal service when they have pen- fied today as the Baldoa, Chile ' to Windham, formerly cashier of a bank
store
during the matinee and see the handsome gowns and
of
alized the country's business inter- Gray's Harbor, in ballast. The nine at. Pasadena, now superintendent
j
,.
pretty girls.
torNests, upon whose prosperity that of men of her crew were rescued by life a ranch at Quimichis, Mexican messtory of Tepic, sent a wireless
the people depends, says the Kansas savers and brought here today.
,
age to former United States Senator
City Journal.
conservaR. Bard of Oxnard today say-ir,Thomas
and
the
But
thoughtful
Fits His Case Exactly
-.
six
was
helne held by constitu
about
was
sick
"When father
tive citizen will not share in this jubThe
an advertisement tionalists until
of
ransom
read
a
he
ago
years
e
is
whUe
paid
It
The
tariff act,
ilation.
of Chamberlain's Tablets in the paMAIDS
THURSDAY
SEE TEE
the most important piece of legisla- pers that fit bis case exactly." writes $5,000 gold.
Dr. W. R. Livingston, president of
tion which has occupied the attention Miss Margaret Campbell of Ft. Smith,
Wl iA
il
Ml'
of them the Quimichis Ranch company, teleIN OUR :IaC3WS
AFTE111 3 TO 5
of the lawmakers, is sot tbe only Ark. "Ha purchased a boxsince.
UtM
S
My
at
sick
and
been
he
has
not
state
to
the
department
the
at
graphed
feadly conceived action taken
was
sister had stomach trouble and
E.LASVEGASBastion. It, is too early to do more also benefited by them." For sale by Washington asking that a demand fora
Carran-zto
sent
the
be
future
his protection
all dealers. Adv.
than base predictions for the
provisional government at
upon the unvarying consequences of
Subscribe for The Optic.
fJmllar tariff bills in the past, but
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FRUIT FOR

HON

EASY

HIE

OFFICERS

PLACED

Percolators, Samavors,
Hot Water Kettles, Chafing
Dishes, Flagons, et c.

UNDER

1NDIC1ENI

REBELS

5Xt

TAUPE RT'S

trans-)Eil8s!o-

JEWELER.

5,

Sleep-disturbin-

legls--latio-

4l.

I

!

Victor-America-

n

..........

I

1

record-breakin-

i

g

....

THURSDAY NIGHT

'

3 to 5 P.

Thursday

DECEMBER 4

anti-busine-

All

10 Dozen Worn ens

Sizes, Most All Colors

THURSDAY AFTERNOON

AND

CAPE

QUALITIES

3 to 5 P.M.

e

"Matinee at BacIiarachV

THE LOT

Consists

quality real kid
na.vy and staple

gloves in
a pair gloves this
colors.
would sell regularly for les than
Get fitted while
and
or
they last. Many will take
three pair so don't tarry and then
say ?,ust' my luck."

Thursday Afternoon

e

ladles

!

.

'

.u,

ar
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A PAIR

n

85 CENTS

THE ROSE MAID

""""

Y

Now Ready for Inspection

on Balcony

Bring the Little Folks With You

I

.

.

-

.,

STonfitor Quality

-
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C. E. Ellord of Watrous was a business visitor in Las Vegas today.
George Tripp of Levy came in this

afternoon for a short business visit
A. A. Sena of Park Springs was a
business visitor in Las Vegas today.
J. S. Machen of El Paso, Tex., was
a business visitor in Laa Vegas today.
M. L. Heard of San Francisco, was
a commercial visitor in Las Vegas today.
Charles Adams of Watrous came in
this morning for a. short business
visit.
Attorney Charles A. Spiess left this
afternoon on a few days' business visit in Raton.
h. J. Hand and C. E. Ellard of Watrous were business visitors in Las
Vegas today.
iE. L. Hite of Wichita, Kas., came in
yesterday evening for a few days'
business visit.
J. R. Johnson of Albuquerque was
a business visitor in the city today
from his home.
Eugenio Romero came in last night
from Mora for a few days' business
visit In Las Vegas.
E. W. Neal came in this afternoon
from his home at Shoemaker for a
short business visit.
H. C. Coakes ofi Oklahoma City,
Okla., came in this morning for a
week's business visit.
Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Smith of Buffalo Wyo.,'are guests of Dr. and Mrs.
i, J"
Frank H. H. Roberts.
C. C. Davis came in last night from
his home In Raton for a short1 business visit in Las Vegas.
Harry Mosslman returned from
yesterday where he has been
visiting his parents for the past week.
.Miss Pearl Ellis returned this week
from Watrous, where she has been
visiting for the past week with
'

Sa-pel-

i

'
Itriends.
Mr. and Mrs. P. Walker of Tulsa,
Okla., came in this afternoon from
California for a few days' visit with

friends.
Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Flath of Chicago, 111., arrived in Las Vegas this
afternoon for a few days' visit with

friends.'

.

,

MUTUAL TffEATE
X1
"ALWAYS
"HIDDEN

BIUDGE STREET

TOGETHER"
TREASURE

"THE JUDGE'S SON"

John
NOW PRACTICALLY ONLY THREE
WEEKS REMAIN FOR HOL-DASHOPPING

JOB FOR CHOATE
H.
New York,
Dec. 2. Joseph
Choate, former American ambassador
to Great Britain, was elected today
one of the voting trustees representin the
ing the controlling interest

Assurance

Life

society,

owned by J. P. Morgan. Mr. Choate
succeeds George W. Perkins, who resigned. ; .""'

THEY ASK SUPPORT OF CITIZENS
IN THEIR NEW YEAR'S EVE
VENTURE

At the regular meeting of the East
Las Vegas, fire department last night
at the city hall final arrangements
for the big New Year's dance given
annually by the company were made.
The various committees were appointed, and all prepared for effec' "'
tive work. '
The costumeV for this dance will be
secured in Denver and will arrive
in Las Vegas within the next three
weeks. The decoration committee
has arranged for exquisite decorations
ana promises to make this- dance the
prettiest ever given by the department.
The firemen request that the citizens support them in this venture,
as annual 'dances are the only reve
nue getters tne organization pos
sessions. Although'
another dance
is 10 oe given on tne same even
ing, the firemen feel that the same
support should be given the company
as in former years. The department
constantly is in need of new equipment and running expenses now are
unusually high consequently the boys
will heed greater support this year
than ever before. As a volunteer department which has served the city
for the past 33 years, the company
deserves and,, no doubt will receive
the best of support from every source.
The general arrangements committee will make a canvass of the city
within the next two weeks for the
prizes that are contributed annually by
the business men for the dance. An
unusually large nunSer of prizes .will
be given this year, according to the
present plan. This committee also
will sell tickets.
At the meeting last night Aleck Fapp,
an electrician, was initiated into the
mysteries of fire fighting and hereafter will be, s& strong addition to the
department, as numerous occasions
arise when a. electrician Is needed. A
man not experienced in this work
risks his life byattempting to do electrical work at a fire, especially in
handling wires.
The department also decided that
from the proceeds taken in from the
dance a special fund would be created
to purchase the old fire team, "Sam''
and "Rock" from the city to be put
on a pasture for the rest of their
lives. The firemen hold a warm spot
in their hearts for, this faithful team
and are not willing to see them sold
to some person who would not give
them proper treatment
The purchase of the new team by
the city met with strong approval by
the firemen, and the purchase doubtless will make a valuable improvement in the department'
'
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DANCE
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PEOPLES BANK

'

(Broncho.)

FOR ANNUAL

Is like a.n umbrella, you don't miss it till you need

S DON

Comedy
(Majestic.)
RANCH"
(American.)

FIREMEN AT WORK

forty-sevent-

UsedD.D.D.,
Itching

A SAVINGS ACCOUNT

BE HERE

AMERICANS

ARE PRAISED

London, Dec. 2. A warm tribute is
paid to the American tennis players
who won the Davis cup this year at
Wimbledon, in "the annual report of
the English Lawn Tennis association.
At the annual meeting of the association today an attempt was made to
get the English Lawn Tennis association to break away from the recent
decision of the International federation permitting the payment of the
expenses of representative players
from abroad while competing for the
world's championships. The motion
was defeated bjr an overwhelming ma-Women: Number Surprising
The number of young women who
suffer with weak back, dizzy and nervous spells-- dull headache and weariness is surprising. Kidney and bladder ills cause these troubles, but if
Foley Kidney Pills are taken as directed relief follows promptly, and
the ills disappear. Contain no habit
forming drugs. O. G. Schaefer, Red
Cross Drug Store. Adv.
Young

I

I

LABOR WORLD NOTES.
I

Three weeks from tomorrow night
will be Christmas eve, and there will
be considerable (bustling about In the

homes of the .various cltlaens prepar
atory to the appearance of Santa
Claus. There doubtless will be many
a sorrow expressed when it is found
that on account of not shopping early
arrangements have gone wrong. Now,
right today, is the time to begin that
shopping and even now Is none too
early.
Watch the advertisements in The
Optio for suggestions within the next
few weeks. The business houses ad
vertising in this paper can' be relied
upon for the best quality of good's at
the most, reasonable prices. The
large variety of presents and gifts
that the Las Vegas merchants offer
for Christmas are now on the counters, and ready for sale.
Toyland is overcrowded with interesting and Ingenious toys. The
latest on the market may be obtained
in Las Vegas, yet the prices are as
low as in larger1 cities. The business
houses offer suggestions for presents
in The Optic which should be watched
closely, as they may assist In making the final selection.

That Prevent Sleep
These coughs are wearing and if
Coughs

they ' hang on," can run one down
physiccally and lower the vital resis
tance to disease. Mr. Bob Ferguson,
319 Pine St., Green Bay, Wise, writes:
"I was greatly troubled with a bad
cough that kept me awake nights.
Two small bottles of Foley's Honey
and Tar Compound completely cured
me." O. G. Schaefer, Red Cross Drug
Store. Adv.

I

LIBRARY HAS LARGER
In Sweden public employment
are maintained by the
ernment.
James O'Connell, one of the
bers of the Federar Industrial
mission, is one of America's
known labor leaders, having
president of the International
ciation of Machinists for more
20 years.

gov-

OF PATRONS

mem-

PUBLIC INSTITUTION IS GROWING
IN POPULARITY EVERY
best
MONTH

com

been
Asso-

than

The general convention of the
Protestant Episcopal church, at Its
recent session in New York, adopted
a resolution of protest against the
employment of children, under 16
years of age in factories or mercantile establishments.

mmm

.

NUMBER

In Wood Green, a suburb of London, there has been opened a labor
exchange for boys and girls leaving
school, the object being to find suit

able employment for them and situations that, as far as possible, are
what they themselves desire.
Tnder the terms of a deed that provides that the old home of President
Zachary Taylor, near Brownsboro,
Kentucky, shall never pass from the
ownership of the Brady family unless
it be acquired by the United States
government, Dr. J. A. Brady has just
purchased the place for $30,000. President! Taylor's remains are buried on
the farm, and in the house his daughter, Miss Knox Taylor, was married
in 1853 to Jefferson Davis, who later
became president of the Confederate
States of America..

The report of, the Carnegie public
library for November shows increase
in attendance over October. Judging
from this report, the coming of cold
weather causes the populace to read'
more than in the summer.
During the month of November the
number of persons using the library
was 1,172, an Increase of 60 over the
The number of
previous month.
books loaned was 702, also an increase over the month of October.
The number of new cards issued was
26. The number of books added by
gift was eight, making a total of 8,288
books in the library on December 1.
The number of daily papers on file
was four, the number of weekly periodicals four, and the number of
monthly magazines 13.
The library is indebted to Lawrence
Linn and Dr. M. E. Woodling for the
books donated last month. The monthly report was issued by Miss Elizabeth Cooley, librarian."
Gas in the stomach comes from food
which has fermenteci. Get rid of this
badly digested food as quickly as possible If you would avoid a bilious attack; HERBINE Is the remedy you
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...OFFICERS...

W. Harris, President

$fl4,aX3
Cleofes Romero, Vice President

Geo. H. Hunker, Vice President
Cecilio Rosenwald, Secretary
Ivo W. Lively.

Assistant Secretary

...

. . . DIRECTORS
Sigmund Nahm, Cleofes Romero, Chas. Danziger, Daniel Cassldy, D. L. Batchelor, Clements FadlUa, Jose
A. Baca, Cecilio Rosenwald, John W. Harris, Geo. E. Morrison, Elmer B. Veeder, Jose Felix EsqulbeL
J. E. Brown, Bernhardt AppeL George H. Hunker.
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need. It cleanses and strengthens the
stomach, liver and bowels, and restores energy and cheerfulness. Price
50c. Sold by Central Drug Co. Adv.
LUBINS AND CITY SQUAD

Olfta Could

Conta Glaus

WILL

CrlK3?

MEET ON FRIDAY EVENING,
DECEMBER 12

Westingbouse Eject ric
Ware for the Housewife's
convenience, the family's en- -
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Marie Dunn arrived in Las
Vegas Sunday and will remain here
for several days as the guest of Mrs.
Bert Adams.
Mrs. Fred Anton of Hurley, N. M.,
came in this week and will be the
guest of her father, T. W. Hayward,
for. the next two weeks.
Lawrence Tamme returned yesterday from a trip over the southern
part of the state, where he has been
on business for several days.
ine uiri from Mumm s ' company
arrived in Las Vegas this afternoon
from Santa Fe and will appear at the
Duncan opera house tonight.
Jack Murray of Minneapolis, Minn
came in last, night and. will remain
here during the winter. Mr. Murray
has numerous friends in Las Vegas.
Walter Hayward, cattle buyer, for
the firm of Graaf & Hayward, returnai last night from Corazon, where
he has been on business for several
days.
E. A. Allent a prominent cattle ami
land man of Emporia, Kas., arrived in
Las Vegas yesterday evening and will
be a business visitor here for several
.days.
W. A. Reynolds, district commercial manager for the Western "Union
Telegraph company, was a business
visitor at the local agency of the
Western Union company today.
William Springer of the Charles
company returned last night
from Cimarron, where he has been
for. the past few days on business.
He made the trip In his automobile
Guarding Agalnsts Croup
and reports' a heavy snow in that part
The best safeguard against croup is
of tho state.
a bottle of Foley si Honey ana Tar
Compound in the hocsw. P. H. Glnn,
Middleton, Ga.. writes: "My children
are very susceptible to croup, easily
IS OIL MINERAL?
catch cold. I give them Foley's
Washington, Dec. 2. The contest Honey and Tar Compound and In
Instance they get prompt relief
over $700,000,000 worth of oil lands, every
and are soon cured. We keep it at
part of grants! to the Pacific railroads, home and prevent croup." O. G.
took a'n unusual turn today before tne Schaefer, Red Cr oil"" Drug Store.
supreme court when the government Adv.
and counsel for the SoiitKern Pa6lfic
INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS
railroad came in with additional briefs
New Orleans, La., Dec. 2. Gover
arguing whether oil is a mineral. The
E. Hall, of Louisiana, and
has a suit to cancel nor Luther
governments
Martin
Behrman of New Or
Mayor
grants to the Southern Pacific on the
welcomed the members of the
leans
was
not intended that minground it
American Institute of Architects after
eral lands jshould pass to it.
President Walter Cook, of New York
City, had opened the
annual ccovention of the institute at
the Grunewald Hotel thi3 morning.
Every one of the 32 chapters and the
two state associations affiliated with
the institute are represented by delegates. The convention will remain
in session three days and will discuss
All
Gone ! many matters of great importance to
This Is the actual experience of Anne the profession. The passage of a
Croman. Man ta Kosa, Cat., with the wonlaw which will make it possible for
derful D. D. D. Prescription.
D. I. D. la the proven Ecaema Cure the federal
government to secure the
waah
that gives instant relief
the mild
In all forms of skin trouble.
assistance of the best architects In
Cleanses the skin of all Impurities
waBhos away blotches and pimples, the country in the planning and dethe skin a smooth and healthy
leaving
signing of public buildings will be
as that of a child.
Get a 60c bottle of this wonderful among the principal topics of discus
Ecsema Cure today and keep it in the
sion. The annual banquet will take
house.
We know that D.' D. , will do all that
place on Thursday, the closing day
la claimed for it.
K. D. GOODALL, E. La Vegas, N. M, of the convention.
Miss
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CHRlSTtUS BILL

PROGRAM TONIGHT

PERSONALS

TUESDAY, DECEMBER

I

The basketball game that was to
have been played at the armory Friday eevninghas been postponed until
Frlday.December 12, when the Lubln
New Mexico Basketball team will play
the city squad. ' , ' '" "'
;
. The change
was made on account
of the inspection of Company H, and
for the reason that this week will be
unusually busy for everybody. The
Lubin team has practiced several
times during the past two weeks and
hopes to give the husky city team a
fast and interesting game.
From present indications the first
out of town game that will be played
will not take place until the latter
part of this month of perhaps the
first of next. If possible a game will
be arranged for Christmas Day, but
this Is doubtful as the teams do not
It.'ave home on Christmas.
Albuquerqque and Santa Fe have
the two teams under consideration
and the first game doubtless will be
played with one of thess cities.
The High school and the New Mexico Normal University teams have
.started practice and hope to schedule
several fast games within the next
few weeks.
"J

'

;FOR SPOT CASH!
THIS WEEK ONLY

We have marked on Large Green Tags hundreds of items
in Furniture, Rugs and other goods at

Terrific Reductions
$15.00 Velvet 9x11 foot Rugs, go for
$15.00 Brussels 9x12 Seamless Rugs, go for
$20.00 Axmlnster 9x12 Rugs, go for
and so on right down the line.

$10.95
$10.95
$14.95

;

,

Remember all goods marked with Green Tags sold for Cash
-

.

only.
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Subscribe for The Optlo.
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joymenu
Think' of the saf
cleanliness and convenience.
And the economy too. It is ;
'
surprising the small amount of
current requited for nnikins: coffee
and tea, for chafing1 dish and

tty,

'

.

toaster-stov-

e

cooking.
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Call at our store while on your
shopping tour and inspect our display of Westinghouse Electric
Ware, the kind cf Christmas presents that last a lifetime.

lift

L. V. Light & Power Co.
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Over jrour supply of stationery.
If you are running short, you'd
better put in an order right away
with

THE OPTICS'
JOB DEPARTMENT

G

BUSINESS CARDS
Engraved pr printed, at prices
that are sure to interest you.
work must be perfect before
allowed to go out of the shop.
That's The Optic's Way.
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SHORT ORDERS AN D REGULAR DINNERS
ALWAYS HAND LID

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

MOT

CHAPMAN

II

COLUM

LODGE NO. 2. A. F. A FRATERNAL
BROTHERHOOD
NO,
A. M. Regular com102 Meets every Monday night al
munication first and 0. R. C. hall, on Douglas avenue at
third Thursday In 8 o'clock. Visiting members are eo
each month. YUitiDj dlally welcome. J. C. Wertz, Pres
brother cordially in- - dant; J. T. Buhler. Secretary; C B.
TltlML Wm T win.
Baily, Treasurer.
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Wanted

For YOU I

elegant Rogers'
Spoon
you

For Rent

forty-sevent- h
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ALL GROCERS
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CAFE

Delighted with the news that reach
ed him yesterday from Dallas, Tex.,
ADVER
M, H. 8 .van Petten,
to the efefct that he had become a RATES TOR CLASSIFIED
Secretary.
TISEMENTS
the
of
P.
II.
secretary
LeNoir,
father,
LA8
VEGA
Y. M. C. A., gave a party last night
COMMANDERY, NO. 2
LOCAL TIME CARD
for the young men who reside in the Five cents per line each Insertion.
KNIGHTS TEMPLABtw'
to
line.
ocEstimate
a
six ordinary words
association dormitory. The affair
Jlar conclare
Vcured in the large hall on the second No ad to occupy lest space than two
to
cn monti at Ma-Eas: Bcund
.
floor of the building. The hour was lines All advertisements charged
:
Arrive
p. BL Q. H.
Depart
KUUeL
10:30 by the clock and evening dress will be booked at space actually set
c.; Chas. Tamme. R No. 2.. . 9:10 p. in... 9:15 p. a
carder.
consisting of bathrobes and paja without regard to number of words.
No. 4. .)1:05 p. m... 11:05 p. m
mas was worn by host and guests Cash In advlnce preferred.
No
8.. . 2:05 a. m. . . .2:10 a a
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO.
The refreshments consisted of several
8, ROY No. 10.. . 1:45 p. ni . . . 2:10 p.
.
AL ARru Miervmo
gallons !? 3weet cider and several do
mnun-negu- iar n
West Bound
con
zens of doughnuts.
vocation first Monday m
Arrive
Depart
G. R. Cornell was the unanimous
each month at Masonic No. 1.. . 1:20 p. in... 1:45 p. at
toastfor
cho.ee of the assemblage
Temple at 7:30 p. m. H No. 3.. . 6:10 a. m... ,. 6:15 a. nv
master. IIIe rema'lis were witty, but
B. Hubbard. H. P.: p. n No. 7.. . 4:20 p. 'm... 4:30 p. m
Ev
admirab'y suiteU to the occasion.
BlOOd. Rafraiarm
No. 9.. . 6:35 p. m. . 7:00 p.
ery mainfoer of the party was called
I. O. O. F. LAS VPftA
upon for a few remarks ana several
nnee
toasts were drunk to the health, of
1. Meets every
ATTOKXEYau
Monday
evening t
MAIN
OPTIC
I.
NUMBER,
ittU Miss LeNoir, her mother and
their hall on Sixth street All
vltUing
her father. During the evening num
HUNKER & HUNKER
oreenren cordially invited to attend
erous Uutcious stories were toid
George A. Hunker. Chester A. Hunkaa,
it. D. Fries, N. G.; Gus Lehman, V.
G.;
and there was much good natured
Attorn
i. w. ffiiwood, Secretary; Karl Wart
of
some
'at
of
expense
the
Las
joshing
New Mexle
Vegas,
Treasurer; C. V. Hedgcock, Cemeierj
the bachelors in the crowd. Arrange- WANTED Girl for general house-work- . Trustee.
ments were made for a Christmas
Apply 1100 Seventh street
Eve celebration
by tho dormitory
B. P. O. ELKS
Meets second and
bunch, the affair to be similar to that TO TRADE For irrigated or dry
fourth Tuesday evening of each
A committee of five
of last year.
farm lands, 28 lots in Trinidad. Ad- month
Elks home on Ninth street and
was appointed to look after the de
dress H, care Optic.
Douglas
avenHe. Visiting brothers
the
to
mape
is
It
and
proposed
tails,
are
Invited. Gov. Wm. J.
cordially
This
WANTED
To trade one good, four
party a most enjoyable event.
Exalted
Mills,
Ruler; D. W. Condon,
s
last
at
party
night
Those present
room house in good location for one
Secretary.
were G. R. Cornell, Louis C. Taylor,
Silver
5 to 7 room house
and two lots,
A.
P.
Brinegar,
Jones,
Dr. John
Will pay the difference in time,
KNIGHTS AND LADIES OF SECUR
-- if
rhnripa sknfta. S. C. Paice. F. J. Am
use
mortgage or assume indebtedness.
ITY COUNCIL NO. 2390. Meets in
M.
Hanson
G.
Call L., Optic.
brose, W. H. Fidler,
W.
O. W. hall, Sixth street, on the
rharlpo Rerrvman, J. F. Conway
EMPRESS
first and third Mondays of each
Charles Lambing, W. L. Sells, Colbert
month at 8 p. m. Visiting Knights and
All the
C. Root and P. H. LeNoir.
FLOUR
Ladles always welcome. O. L. Flers-man- ,
as
LeNoir
Mr.
named
were
by
guests
President; A. D. Tillman, Finangodfathers of his little daughter.
FOR SALE One upright piano. 307
It s giving you
cier; Mrs. A. V. Morrow, Local Deputy,
Eleventh streeL Phone Main 176 908 Jackson
Cured of Liver Complaint
avenue; Z. W. Montague,
a present for do"I was suffering with liver comAssistant Deputy, 1011 Sixth street,
Point
of
Smith
Iva
ing something
plaint," saysEast Las Vegas, N. M.
Blank. Texas, "and decided to try a
Tablets,
2&o box of Chamberlain's
you 'd do hoy
and am happy to say that I am comL. O. O. MOOSE Meets second am)
way when "you
pletely cured and can recommend FOR RENT Desirable front room In
fourth
each
all
Thursday
sale
by
learn how Much
them to every one." For
modern home. 1112 Douglas avenue, month at W. O. W. evening
hall. Visiting
dealers. Adv.
Phone Purple 6501,
Better
EMPRESS
brothers cordially Invited. Howard T
HORTICULTURISTS
MINNESOTA
FLOUR realh is.
Davis, Dictator; p. A. linn Secretary.
Minneapolis, Minn., Dec. 2. Many FOR RENT Cottage In desirable J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541
Made by GERneighborhood, newly painted, pa
hundreds of fruit growers, gardeners,
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first Tues
Low
rate.
MAN PROCESS
pered, electric lights.
farmers and horticulturday of the month In the vestry roomi
Phone Purple 5301.
al experts are gathered in this city
of Temple Montefiore at 8 o'clock p
ONE COUPON FROM
at present, to attend the
m. Visiting brothers are cordially In
EMPRESS FLOUR AND
To
or
RENT
FOR
lady
gentleman
annual convention of the Minnesota
FIVE
STAMPS
vited. Isaac Appel, President; Charle
B
t
employed, comfortable, furnished
State Horticultural society and a numBRINGS YOU THE
Secretary.
Greenclay,
no
health
seekers.
Phone
room;
ber of affiliated societies of plant
SPOON
IT 'S
Purple 5301.
breeders, florists, gardeners, etc.,
GENUINE WM.
MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
who opened their sessions here todi'y.
ROGERS &
Meet In the Forest of Brotherlj
In connection with tho meeting of the
SONS'OAA
at
Woodmen
Love
the
hall
World
oi
btato horticultural eociety an exhibiSTANDARD
on the second and fourth Mondays oi
tion of flowers, fruits, vegetables, etc.,
SILVER
8
m.
C.
H.
at
Stewart
p.
Is, held at the West Hotel, where the WILL buy and sell cattle and horses each month
PLAT- EZ. W
state society will be in session three
Address S. Esquibel, Mineral Hill, Sonsul; G. Laemmle, Clerk;
BEAUTIFUL
Local Deputy.
Visiting
Montague,
N. M.
days, discussing various subjects of
FRENCH- welcooe and
are
members
especially
to
fruit
flower
growers,
GREY (STER
importance
cordially Invited.
gardeners, florists and shippers of
LING) FINISH
flowers and fruit. Many noted exOF COLUMBUS, COUNKNIGHTS
perts are scheduled to deliver addre0-se- s
EMPRESS
T5he
CIL NO. 804. Meets second and
before the convention.
C.
can be ob-R.
O.
hall,
curth Thursday in
MERCHANTS CAFE
members
Pioneer
Be
building.
Visiting
Catarrh Cannot
Cured
tained in this city from
with LOCAL APPLICATIONS as they
are cordially invited. Richard Devine,
The
Best
to
Place
Eat
of
seat
cannot reach the
the disease.
G. K.; Frank Angel, F. S.
Catarrh is a blood or constitutional
Dinner or Supper
Breakfast,
disease, and in order to cure it you
in Las Vegas
must take internal remedies. Hall's
-Catarrh Cure is taken internally, and
acts directly upon the blood and mu--1
per 101 Bit.
C. C. CLAYTON,
2,000 lbs., or More, Each Del very ..........-20- c
cous surfaces. Hall s Catarrh Cure Is
Prop
25c
per 100 Int.
1,000 lbs., to 2,000 Ibi., Each Delivery
not a quack medicine. It was pre-- 1
517 DOUGLAS AVE.
30c
Each
200
per 1M Iba.
scribed by one of the best physicians
to
1,000
Delivery
lbs.
Ibt,
Next to Postal Telegraph Office
in this country for years and is a
..40c per 15 Iba,
50 lbs, to 200 Vm., Each Delivery .
regular prescription. It is composed
per 1M Iba,
Leaa than 50 Iba, Each Delivery
of the best tonics known, combined
with the best blood purifiers, acting
directly on the mucous surfaces. The
perfect combination of the two ingredFURNITURE AMD
ients is what produces such wonder3
Harvesters, Store, and Dlatributora o? Nataral Ice, tbt PurM
ful results in curing catarrh. Send
rmou.
Las
HOUSEHOLD
Which
Made
Have
Vega
GOODS
of
Qualities
for testimonials, free.
(
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE
BOUGHl AMD SOLO
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props., To-
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RESTAURANT

I

We can supply you with loose
leaf books of all descriptions,
stamps, seals and practically
everything in the line of office

TUE ONLY UNION

LOOBY

THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE

DORMITORY

SECRETARY OF Y. M. C. A. CELE
BRATES THE ARRIVAL OF
LITTLE DAUGHTER

I
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RETAIL PRICES
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0o

AGUA PURA COMPANY

ledo, O.
Sold by Druggists, price 75c.
Take Halls' Family Pills for constipation. Adv.
BIDS

FOR

PENITENTIARY

ROMERO & RUOULPH
I1210rjlatlonal Avo.

ANT Ads
Are Best

SUP-

DENTISTS
PLIES
six
months'
supBids for furnishing
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
plies for the state penitentiary will
Dentist
9
o'clock
a.
until
m.,
be received
Dental work of any description at
1913. SuppMes
9,
December
Tuesday,
moderate prices
consist of groceries, meats, clothing,
13
A list of these aoom 1, Center Block, Tel Main
etc.
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Professional Health Culture for Ladles
MRS. OLLIE SHEARER
General Massage, Hair and Scalp
Treatment, Facial Massage, Manl- cure, C'airopody.
Hotel Romalne
Office Hours: 1:30 p. m. to 3:30 . m.
.

SAVE FUEL

FRANK R.EVELL
Contractor and Builder
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FRANCES JOSEF A

THE OLD RELIABLE

AIN WAGO N

ICH

LOVED

consort and entitled to the title of
empress. This stop would meet with
powerful opposition in many quarters
and cause no end of complications if
not serious disturbances.

GIRLS! THICKEN AND

RULER
EMPEROR OF AUSTRIA-HUNGARCELEBRATES SIXTY-- f IFTH
YEAR ON THRONE

(f

Loved and revered
by the people of his polyglot dual
monarchy, Emperor Francis Josef to
year of
day celebrated the sixty-fifthis reign. Everywhere throughout the
Vienna, Dec.

2.

h
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Gross, Kelly & Co.
Sole Agents
Jefferson Raynolds, President.
S. B. Davis, Vice President.
H. Erie Hoke, Assistant Cashier.
Hallot Raynolds, Cashier.
E. D. Raynolds, Vice President.
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The Captivating Opera
SHEEHAN

AND

BECK

PR.ESENT
The Parisian Musical Comedy
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With MISS OLIVE VAIL
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The Ever Popular Musical Comedy

Star
A

Perfect Cast
A

Picked Choros

aPEOPLE--

O

The Most Gorgeously Costumed
Musical Comedy
En-to-

Every Gown a French Creation
R Catchy Musical Hits I R
I U THE WHIST LEY KINO U

1

"Before I Had the Measles"

OF SCENERY

OWN

ORCHESTRA

PRICES
2.00

Sl.OO, $1.50 and

Prices, $1.50, $1 & 75c

FULLY

COMPANY'S

Clen

Seats on Sale at
Murphey's

1,059

2 CARLOADS

SEATSSSSifilrlBONOAY

EQUIPPED AT YOUR

1008

YOUR

f eyas AifcoMle

Phone Main 344.

&

$50,000.00
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-
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Wm. Whalen, Prop,
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J. M. Cunningham.

BRING BACK ITS GLOSS, LUSTRE,
CHARM AND GET RID OF
DANDRUFF
To be possessed of a head of heavy,
beautiful hair; soft, lustrous, fluffy,
wavy and free from dandruff is merely a matter of using a little Danderine.
It Is easy and inexpensive to have
nice, soft hair and lots of it. Just
get a 25 cent bottre of Knowlton's
Danderine now all drug stores rec- ommend" it apply a little as directed
and within ten minutes there will be
an appearance of abundance; freshness, fluffiness and an Incomparable
gloss and lustre, and try as you will
you cannot find a trace of dandruff or

monarchy the anniversary of the emperor's succession to the throne was
observed by his loyal subjects without
regard to race, rank or condition; not
boisterously and with any great public
display, but with genuine sentiments
of love and with the fervent hope
that the emperor's life may be spared
for many years to come. Religious falling hair; but your real surprise
anniversary services were held in all will be after about two weeks' use,
the churches and although there were when you will see new hair fine and
no great public demonstrations and downy at first yes but
really new
festivities, even in the imperial cap- hair sprouting out all over vour
ital, the day was universally remem- scalp Danderine is, we believe, the
bered and was made the occasion for only sure hair grower; destroyer of
many demonstrations of popular devo- dandruff and cure for Itchy scalp and
tion to the emperor.
It never falls to stop falling hair at
Francis Josef was not always the once.
idol of his people. When he succeedIf you want to prove how pretty
ed to the throne on December 2, 1848, and soft your hair really is, moisten
after the abdication of his uncle Ferdi- a cloth with a little Danderine and
nand, his popularity was by no means carefully draw it through your hair
But the young ruler, taking one small strand at a time.
beyond doubt
peace by diplo- Tour hair will be soft, glossy and
having
macy and a judicious use of force, de- beautiful In just- a few moments a
voted all his energies to the better- delightful surprise awaits everyone
ment of conditions in all parts of the who tries this. Adv.
monarchy and by his invariable justice, kindness and1 devotion to his peo- DUCHESSES IN LIVING PICTURES
ple gradually won their respect and
London, Dec. 2 The living picture
love and became the most beloved of fad which had been society's craie In
former seasons, will be revived at
all European rulers.
It is not love for their venerable
monarch alone which inspires loyal
Austrians to pray for the prolongation of the emperor's life, but the
dread of the uncertainties of he future if the emperor should die. It is
fully realized that the most serious
complications are in store, for the dual
monarchy In that case. Under the
Salic law, by which the succession to
the throne of Austria is governed, the
succession follows in the male line of
the Hapsburg family. When Crown
Prince Rudolf, the emperor's onlyl
son, met his death in a mysterious
manner in .SS9, the succession to the
throne devolved upon the Archduke
Karl Ludwig, younger brother of the
emperor. The archduke died iulS9G
and his eldest son, Archduke Francis
Ferdinand, horn in 1865, became the
to the Austrian
throne.
Archduke Francis Ferdinand has
i
never been iwpular in Austria. He is
strongly identified with the ultramon
tane or church partyfis reputed a re
actionary, have no regard or consideration for the people who will some
day be his subjects and1 considers
them, too far beneath him to deserve.
recognition. He. is also known to be
be a Slavophil, another reason tor the
German-speakinAustrians to dislike
him. Vnder the
Pragmatic p.
Sanction the crown of Hungary shall
always be. held by th,e occupant of
the throne of Austria by virtue of
this document, the existence of which
has recently been questioned, Francis
Ferdinand would, thanks to his sac- cession to tne Austrian tnrone, Be
come ipso facto king of Hungary. But
the Hungarians have no love for Fran
cis Ferdinand. They have shown an
inclination to emancipate themselves
from the shadow of the Pragmatic
Sanction, as the Salic law has no
power in Hungary, the Hungarians
will probably recognize Archduchess
Elizabeth, daughter of the late Crown
Prince Rudolf, as the rightful heir
to the crown of St. Stephen,
This eventuality was foreseen by
the emperor and his advisors, and
an effort wan made to bring about a
marriage between Francis Ferdinand
and Archduchess Elizabeth. But the
plan was frustrated by the obstinacy
"of Francis Ferdinand, who had fallen
in love with Countess Chotok, former
In spite of
ly a lady of the court.
the emperor's opposition Francis Ferdinand entered into a morganatic marriage with the handsome countess and
the emperor- - acquiesced in the arrangement, after Francis Ferdinand
had signed a document relinquishing
all rights- to the throne for any sons
from this morganatic union.
As Francis Ferdinand Is not likely
to enter into another marriage with a
princess of royal blood, the throne,
after his death would go to his
nephew, Archduke Karl Francis Josef,
who is married to Princess Zita of
Parma and has a son from her. Unfortunately there is a prospect that
matters will not run smoothly In the
future. The morganatic wife of Francis Ferdinand is hy no means willing
to give up for her children the right
to the throne and it is believed that
her husband is determined, in the
case of the emperorus death, to declare the Countess Chotok his rightful
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Interest Padd Or
the great "pisture hall" to be given
tomorrow night at Albert Hall, under
the patronage of the Duchess of Somerset, lAly Muriel Paget and Mrs.
Lavery, the wife of the famous
painter, who threatens to rival
Mr. Sargeut. The Duchess of Marlborough is taking a lively interest in
the affair and has promised to appear
in famous pictures by old masters.
Lady Gladstone Is to arrange a Rom-netableau; Baroness d'Erlanger a
Venetian picture, and Mrs. Walter

-

President

If

...Vice President
(O Treasurer

1
.

i

Deposits

Rubens an Egyptian picture. At least
six society women will appear as the
"Duchess of' Devonshire" portrait, by
Gainsborough.

haa won a wldO' reputation by it3
cures of these diseases. It is moat
effectual and Is pleasant and safe tq
take. For sale by all dealers. Adv.

por-ti&-

How to Bankrupt the Doctors
A prominent New York, physician

says, "If it were not for the thin stocking and thin soled shoes worn by
women the doctors, would' probably be
bankrupt." When you contract a cold
do not wait for it to develop into
pneumonia but treat it at once. Chamberlain's Cough. Remedy is intended
especially for coughs and colds, and

HOLIDAY CARDS THIS
1

HIE OPTIC

CI

Lame back: may com" from over
work, cold settled in the muscles of
the back, or from disease. In the two

former cases

the affected part, the relief will be
Price 25s,
prompt and satisfactory.
Sold fcjr
50o and $1.00 per bottle.
;

Central Drug Co. Adv.
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from our beautiful Hnc

It takes a few days to
engrave or print them,
so don't put it off too

of samples,

long,

Come down to the office
and make your selection
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right remedy Is

the

BALLARD'S
SNOW LINIMENT. I
should' he rubbed in thoroughly ove

g

1

Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator show you

Las

SURPLUS

i

from MUMMS
A Profusion of Clever Comedy
Sparkling Tunes and Trippling
Melodies

CAPITAL PAID IN
$100,000.00

1

-

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

1913.
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Light automobile lamps
o'clock this evening.

a

Specially Packed For
RAN BREAD, GEMS and
BISCUITS ,v.
HAVE YOU TRIED IT?
Scalshipt Oysters
cufchatel
Iowa Cream

at

of Old Taylor Bourbon
the, Opera Bar. Adv.

Regular dance

at Fraternal

hood hall Wednesday

night

$28.00
$25.00
$18.00

Adv.

$13.00
$12.50
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Potter's Popular Voting
Contest Now Open

The Ladies' Altar society of the
Church of the Immaculate Conception
will meet tomorrow afternoon at 2: 30
O'clock at the home of the pastor,
Rev.i Father Rabeyrolle.

CLOTHING

An elegant ladies workstand Tilled Villi our
choicest candies will be given to the lady receiving the largest number of votes before Christmas
Eve.

5 Votes With Each 25c Purchase

Potter Candy Company
i!ni!!Mtu!(!iinuii:iiii!niiiiM'!iinM!!i,iiiHii!?!mnt!!inin!!!rinuin!nH
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Last
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Of Boys

J. C. JOHNSEN & SON

and

ultra

HOLIDAY SUGGESTIONS

New Mexico Home Product
FOR THE HOSPITAL
The Las Vegas hospital board grate
fully acknowledges the following donations, and takes this means of
thanking those who so generously remembered the hospital at
Mr, Julius Knudson,

Store

Navajo and Chimayo Blankets
JUST

ARRIVED

REPRESENTING ORIGINAL INDIAN
nl

Ismay, Mont,

$10.

Mrs. R. M. Corson, Fallula, ill., $10.
Congregation Montefiore, $25.
Offering from union Thanksgiving
services, $16.30; and a pledge for
month perhaps was the busiest $100, credit to be given elsewhere.
Las Vegas Mercantile company, two
the Issuance of

AT
CREEHBERCER'S

AsDirect from the Indian Reservations-Lar- ge
sortment fine colorings - unique patterns-a- ll
prices.
--

These blankets are Genuine Souvenirs of the
Great Southwest and nothing more appropriate
can be purchased for home use or gifts.

Bear this in mind when buying your presents
for the approaching Holidays.

CHARLES

ILFELD C inim niti

New Mexico Largest Wholesalers

At

the Home of teeiest of EvcrytMog Eatable
-

Fresh OLD FASHIONED
BUCKWHEAT FLOUR.
Maple Syrup, Strcxined ond
Comb Honey
Best Creamery Butter -

fBE GBAAF & HAYWABD CO, STORE
adjourned subject to the call of the
At the meeting of the county
chairman.
at
afternoon
missioners
yesterday
the court house the bridge that has
3;pen built at Kearney's- Cap was acThe James Whitmore automobile,
was
completed
The
bridge
cepted.
was demolished last week when
which
the
of
one
is
several weeks ago and
it skidded off a high point on the La
Work
the
in
county.
ind
of its
Liendre hCl several miles south of
the Prince street bridge is prolas
Vegas, was brought into the city
this
doubtless
and
cessing rapidly
on two wheels. The entire front
today
structure will be finished within the
of the enf was smashed. Mr. Whitroutine
General
next six weeks.
as slowly recovering
more is
tu ;ines8 a'.; was t;po.--et- l of at the from his serious injuries.
who
tins of the commissioners,
com-

1
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Arrangements have : been made for
the appearance of the glee club- 01
the New Mexico Normal university at
the Browne theater on Friday evening, December. 19. An excellent pro
gram has heen prepared. It will be
announced later. The proceeds of
the concert will go toward defraying
the expense of the trip of the glee
club and orchestra to Albuquerque
during the meeting of the New Mexico
Educational association.

.1

Yesterday evening, while jumping
from the automobile,
belonging to
Colonel M. M. Padgett, Richard Smith,
assistant chief of the fire department,
fell to the ground and received several bruises, a broken bone in his
wrist and a black eye. Smith jumped
from the car in front of the city hall.
He told Colonel Padgett to "go ahead,"
as he was ready to get off. When
the engine was opened up the car
gave a leap and Smith was thrown.
The final result of the New York
Telegraph's popular movie
actor contest has teen received in
Las Vegas and shows Alexander
Gaden the winner by 56,059 votes.
The exact number of votes cast for
Fielding and Gaden were: For Gaden,
281,669; for Fielding, 225,610. "Daddy"
Jacoby, who acted as booster for
the contest here, worked hard to
place Fielding In the lead, but (laden
pushed in an unusually large number
just at the close of the contest, which
made him the winner.
Morning

TEXAS.
J. A
GEORGETOWN,
Kimbro, says: "For several years past
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound has
been my household
remedy for all
coughs, colds, and lung troubles. It
has given permanent relief in a number of cases of obstinate coughs and
colds." Contains no opiates. Refuse
substitutes. O. G. Schaefer, Red Cross
Drug Store Adv. ...
ZELAYA CASE CLOSED
Washington, Dec. 2. At the state
department today the Zelaya case
was considered closed and the former
dictator's release in New York was
expected by nightfall, with the agreement that he would return to Barcelona, Spain, Zelaya will not fce released, however, until the formal ratification of that arrangement is received from Nicaragua and the former president will be under observation
until he sails for Spain, December 11.
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Open All Night

Private Dining Booths
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DEMETBIO PEREZ,
AN

OLD-TIME-

R,

MADE

IS DEAD
FLOOD IN FORT WORTH
WAS A SON OF A MILITARY GOVTex., Dec. 2. A levee
ERNOR OF NEW MEXICO
,
was dynamited this afternoon to save
KILLED BY INDIANS

Fort Worth,

the West Seventh street bridge over
the Trinity river here. The river rose
ueiueu iu rerez, one ui mo uesi
18 inches in an hour this 'afternoon i
known native sons of the,, st4te of
from a heavy rain.
New Mexico, died early this inorning
at his home oa the West eide after
Subscribe for The Optic.
an illness of many years. Since the
death of his wife 12 years ago Mr.
Perez had heen in failing health. He
was 77 years of age and the son of
Colonel AJWno Perez, appointed military governor of New Mexico In 1835
and murdered at Santa Cruz de la
Canada, not far from Albuquerque, In
1837 by a band of Indians'.
The unfortunate governor's head was cut off
and paraded upon a pike as a trophy
of the prowess of the aborigines. The
elder Perez was1 not a New Mexican,
having been a colonel in the Mexican
army before being sent to this section of the southwest. His career,
ending with his violent death, Is described! by Colonel B. E. Twitchell In
his "Leading Facts of New Mexican
'
History."
Demetrlo Perez was born In Santa
Fe, December 22, 1836, the son of
Colonel Albino Perez and Trinidad
Trujillo Perez. He was educated in
Santa Fe and entered upon his busK
ness career In the capacity of clerk
in the office of the secretary of the
territory, a position which he held
for seven years, and while thus enof
gaged acquired a wide knowledge
country.
the
of
the people and
GovIn, 1861 he was appointed by
of
auditor
as
public
ernor Connelly
accounts, in which office he served
until 1863, when he resigned to tako
a position with W. Chick & Co., of
Kansas City. After a year had passed Mr. Perez returned to Santa Fe
and was a mercantile agent for
In 1866 he removed
Armljo.
to Las Vegas and was bookkeeper for
the firm of T. Romero '& Brother,
acting in that capacity for several
years, when he resisned to enter the

BOUCHER'S

Have You Tried
Our

BREAD

Sweet, Sour and
Dill Pickles, Sauer
Kraut

'

DESIGNS

Leather Pillows and Hand Bags

half-and-ha-

mWM OLMIEIS

reve-

house-keepe-

STORE

marriage
days for
licenses known at the court house for turkeys.
Mrs, W. J. Lucas, Beven and one- many years. The exact number is
,
half
pounds of cheese.
sued during the month of November
Mr.
boxes
three
of
Leonard,
pigeons.
was 49.
Miss Mattie Thomas, eight glasses
of
jelly.
There will be a meeting of the
Episcopal church, groceries and
board of directors of the Commercial
club tomorrow night at 7:30 o'clock at fruit.
Mr. Charles Illfeld, wagon load of
the club rooms. All members of this
body are urgently requested to be groceries.
Mrs. Ceorge Hartman, San Bernar
present
dino, Cal., one overcoat.
Scottish Rite club, $1.30.
The Plus Ultra class, of the First
Methodist Sunday school will meet
THE WEATHER REPORT
tomorrow afternoon at 2:30 o'clock
'f
November was a.
at the home of Mrs. Peter P. Mackel
t!
there
month,
bOng'15
cloudy
tys an
on tne .Plaza. All members are re
15 clear days, according to Volunteer
quested to be present at 2:30 o'clock.
Weather Observer ,iO. L. Hargrove
Car No. 1 of the bureau of fisheries The mean maximum temperature for
was 57.33 degrees. The
passed through Las Vegas this after this month
mean
minimum
temperature was 27.66
noon and deposited 18 cans of fish
here to be sent to Mora county for degrees. The mean temperature for
the stocking of streams there. Eu- - the month was 42.48 degrees. The
maximum temperature was 75 degrees
genio Romero of Mora superintended'
on the tenth and eighteenth. The
the hauling of the fish to Mora.
minimum temperature was 16 on the
The greatest
H. H. Hubbard, forme.rly proprietor fourth of the month.
97 degrees on the
was
range
daily
of the Meridian restaurant, has taken
the local agency for the Overland eleventh.
The total precipitation for the
automobile and will operate sales
rooms here. The Whalen garage for month was .63 inches. The greatest
in 24 hours was .35 inches on the
merly had this agency, but has given
twenty-fourtThe total snowfall was
in
business
account
on
of
it up
heavy
which
.05
occurred during the
inches,
repair and livery work.
last half of the month.
There were five days with .01 inch
Several new students have entered
more precipitation, la days were
or
the Normal University with the open
10 days were partly cloudy, with
clear,
new
term.
winter
Five
the
of
ing
five
cloudy. This report, it is
days
people enrolled today, according to
President Frank II. H. Roberts. The believed, corresponds approximately
Normal orchestra and glee club will to the normal in each particular
the records at the Normal
give a concert at the Browne theater though
University have been misplaced.
on the evening of December 20.
30

set of this beautif ul, everlasting ware.
Our low prices on aluminum ware will be a
rs
lation to the
of Las Vegas.

Correct Garments lor Men

rx

The Las Vegas grant board will
3 meet
Monday morning at Its quarters
on the Plaza. The regular meeting
was to have been held yesterday
morning,' but it was postponed.

18.75

TAICHERT'S

Adv.

The city basketball team, will meet
at the Y. M. C. A. tomorrow, night at
7:30 o'clock for a short business session. All members are requested to
be present.

l--

"Complete Home Furnishers"

All millinery will go at 50c on the
dollar all this week to make room
for holiday goods. Mrs. L. P. Wright

Stearns' Store

Jess
less
less
less
less

While They Last

See the leading ladies Thursday afternoon from 3 to 5 in Bacharach's
windows as they will appear in "The
Rose Maid."

rio

Overcoats,
Overcoats,
Overcoats,
Overcoats,
Overcoats,

R

Every housewife should be interested in this wonderful ware and our special factory sale. We have
on display a complete line. CaU at our store and
see this display. Commence to acquire a complete

in the Store

BrotherAdv.

TWENTY-YEA-

ALUMINUM WARE

,

Finch's Golden Weddinlg Rye, aged
in wood. Direct from the distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of courae.-Ad- v.

Sierrx
Camembert

GUARANTEED

On Eery Overcoat

For Sale My residence and Overland automobile. J, P, Earlckson

1

2, 1913.

3u 13

5:31

Try a dram

at

TUESDAY, DECEMBER

WE nAVE ADDED A COMPLETE LINE OF

LOCAL NEWS
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Figs, Nuts, Etc. Etc.

Am-bros-

employ of Chick, Brown

&

Company

at their mercantile establishment at

Kit Carson, Col.
For five years Mr. Perez remained
with that company, and in 1S87
began
merchandising on his own account,
establishing a store in' San Antonio,
Socdrro county. There he carried
on an extensive business. He came
to Las Vegas several years ago to
reside with his daughter, Mrs. Priml-tiv- o
Escudero, who lives upon the,
West side.
Mr. Perez, during his
early life,'
saw much of oppression and
slavery,
and he became filled with a great
abhorrence of everything of that kind.,
He was a member of the republican
party from the time It was organized.
Mr. Perez for five years was clerk
and recorder for San Miguel county
and also served as a county commissioner . for two years. In 1889 he
served as a member of the constitutional convention. In 1891 Governor
Prince gave him the appointment as
territorial
auditor, which he filled
with success.
Mr. Perez was a gentleman of refinement, ability and high moral Integrity. He was among the last sury
vivors of stormier days In the
of New Mexico, when the qualifications possessed by him threw him
into prominence. His going will be
mourned by old timers in all part3
of the state.
Mr. Perez's only survivor Is his
daughter, Mrs. Primitivo Escudero.
The funeral will be held' tomorrow,
morning, according to plans not entirely completed, and Interment will
be made in Mount Calvary cemetery.
his-tor-

ADVERTISED LETTER LIST
Letters remaining 'uncalled for, for
the, weeki ending November. 29, 1913:
Mr. Clarence Anderson, Mr. Manuel
Armijo, Miss Belle C. Lankford. Miss
Davis, Mr. H. M. Elliott. Don Sfxto
Garcia, Miss Carolina Gonzales, Eloi-- ;
sa Gallegois, Mr. Ben F. German, EloW
Martin Lucero, Mr. Elfido Lulan, Mr.
Lionires Martinez, Mr. R. B. Russet,
Miss Frances Sanchez, Leopoldo San'
chez, Mr. Juan Sais, Mrs. Frances
Smith, Miss Dorothy Simpson
(3),
Mr. L. M. Sheldon, Mr. Fidel Torres,
Aba WHdenstein.

When calling for the above letters
please ask for "Advertised Letters,"
F. O, BLOOD, Postmaster.

'

